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ANTA
IMS

Was

Is The Example Set By

Coun-t-

y

Commissioners and
Assessors.

fjry

simple and uncomplicated matter.
Due entirely to the indefatigable efforts of the county -- commissioners,
led by William M. Atkinson, chairman,
all property in Chaves county has
been visited arid properly classified
and graded, the result being drawn
of
up in schedule form. Every class
rate
uniform
a
had
has
property
placed upon it, so that by consulting
the schedule, a glance will tell how
any single piece of property is to be
appraised for taxation. Thus if the

after
examination,
commissioners
have placed in class A, for instance,
certain farming property, deciding of
course according to location, quality
of soil, water facilities, etc. ,and have
then placed a uniform value on that
class of land, all property of that description must necessarily be appraised at the same value. Thus the
assessor has but little else to do but
notify the owners of the assessment
and add any additional personal property. This method, of course, does
away with the making of a variety
of assessment rates by the assessor.
the
Likewise, it makes ...impossible
in
heard
often
been
has
that
charge
many counties, to the effect that the
assessors frequently ask, this espe-- j
cially near election time, what the
property owner carta to pay on his
property, instead of informing the
property owner that his assessed valuation is so much, and that he must
pay taxes on that amount.
Not only have the county commissioners of Chaves county carefully
scheduled and appraised at a proper
proportionate and uniform value, every piece of taxable property in the
county, but during the last yearthey
have raised the appraisement from
10 to 15 per cent above the minimum
appraisements set by the Territorial
and in addi-

tion have classified, scheduled and appraised such- property as was not
mentioned and enumerated by the
ooard. By the adoption of such a
system,
systematic and business-likChaves county is placed in a position
to collect a greater amount of taxes
than ever before, thus placing it constantly in better financial condition.
And due to this careful method of
looking after the taxes, is due in a
great measure the wonderful improve-raenfin the roads of the county, for
a certain percentage of tax money is
used each' year for the betterment of
road conditions, and it naturally fol
lows that the greater amount of taxes
collected, the more money can - be
used "for good roads purposes. Where
Chaves county formerly had but about
five miles of good roads, it now has
over one hundred and twenty five
miles and is improving in that line
every day. Many other improvements
are noticeable and it would be well
for the territory if all counties were
to follow as speedily as possible the
magnificent example set by Chaves.
-

.

Heavy Wind Does Damage
in Other Sections of the

State.

System is recognized universally, at
the present day, as the keynote of
successful business and as the only
means of acc6mplishing worthy ends.
And system it is that has placed Chaves county, situated in the southeastern portion of the territory, in the enviable financial position that it now
Especially noteworthy is
occupies.
the systematic work done by the commissioners of that county in so far
as appraisement of taxable property
is concerned. It was the adoption of
a system that has made tne work of
the assessors in the county a

of Equalization,
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E

e
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Weakley, Ark., March 9. Residents
of Brinkley, Ark., which was devastated by a tornado last night are
liere. Ten white s people are
are
Also four
negroes
injured.
dead. The de'ad are: Porter Foote,
K. L. Sterrett, Henry Stovall, Jr., Mrs.
Phillips, Mrs. Belle Darden, Charles
Frenzel, Miss Clara Rose, Mr. Hood,
Mrs. Hood, Mrs. John Reed, Miss
Reed, and one unidentified man.
Brinkley is a town of about 3,000 inhabitants and the refugees say ttot
the entire business section is demol
ished and about 80 per cent of the
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CMSJED

Defense Opened Argument This Fore
Muraer
noon in Cooper-SharCase at Nashville.
Nashville, Tenri., March 9. A rec
ord breaking crowd was present to
day when General Meeks began the
opening argument for the defense in
murder trial. Genthe Cooper-Sharill and at the
been
has
Meeks
eral
outset his remarks were scarcely audible and he was hardly able to stand.
As he warmed up he said: "The state
has appealed to you to enforce the law,
and the state's idea of enforcing the
law seems to be to convict some one,
be he innocent or guilty. I want to
say that never in my life, and in my
broad practice, have I seen a witness
so shamefully treated as was Colo
nel Cooper by Captain Fitzhugh. The
prosecutor seemed careless as to
whether he acquitted or convicted Colonel Cooper of the murder of Senator
Carmack but did seem determined to
besmirch the character of the witness.
The whole scheme of the state was not
to convict Colonel Cooper of murder
but to disgrace him in public."
General Meeks denounced the efforts of the state to involve the liberty of the press, but declared that
where the liberty of the press was
abused by the man who used it to

CAPTAIN

GEORGES.

High Northerly Winds Cause Important Ruling by the SuDeep Drifts in Kansas and
preme Court in the His
Controversy
Neighboring States
Toneka. Kan.. March 9. The heav
iest, snow storm of the vear prevails
here and reports from railroads in
dicate that the storm is general. The
temperature is about freezing and the
snow in wet and heavy. The rail
roads are greatly hampered and sub
urban car traffic is tied up.
Twelve Inches of Snow.
Wichita. Kan.. March 9. Southern
and central Kansas is covered with
Rain
twelve inches of snow today.
was falling early last evening and
changed to snow during the night and
under high northerly winds is drift
ing badly today. The city was with
out street car service until nearly
noon and all railroad trains are behind time. While the snowstorm was
at its height during the night the city
experienced the unusual phenomenon

a thunder storm.

Ira O. Wetmore former postmaster
of Carrizozo, who arrived In Santa Fe
last night, brings the report that on
last Saturday, the lauds of the Meswere
Indian
ealero
Reservation
fil
the
for
to
the
thrown open
public
Nearly four
ing of mining claims.
hundred people were on hand to take
advantage of the unusual opportunity,
though it appears that the fact that
the lands were to be opened for filing
claims was not known to very many
people. Those who did know of the
matter apparently obtained their In
formation from private sources. At
that those who made filings are pee
pie residing in the neighborhood of
the Mescalero district, mainly inhabi
o
tants of Three Rivers, Tularosa,
and Alamogordo. The Mescalero
lands are known to abound richly in
gold, silver and copper. There is also
a certain amount of coal. Mr. Wet- more was among those fortunate
enough to be on hand and has filed
a claim that he considers extremely
valuable and which he believes will
develop
surprising results. Filings
are still being made and each day
brings an added influx of people ready
to stake claims. Should tne Mesalero
lands prove to be the good mining
fields that they are believed to be, it
will mean the making of a number of
towns such as Three Rivers.

PETTIS.

p
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made a call upon California for tion and a delegate to the Twentieth
troops, he entered the military ser- National Encampment, held at San
vice of the United States as second Francisco in 1886.
of
Commander
lieutenant, Company B, First Califor- Arnold
of
No.
Post
4, Department
nia Infantry. He was promoted to
Rhode
1897.
was
first
He
the
Island,
first lieutenant, Company K, same
president of the "California Volunteer
regiment, January 1, 18(52, command- Veterans Association," elected at De
the
all
of
the
company nearly
ing
troit, Mich., August, 1891, and has
time, until musteerd out on Febru-- , held
the office of secretary and treasimmediatehe
when
wag
ary 15, 1865,
urer.
ly mustered into the service again as
He became a member of the Milfirst lieutenant, Company F, First
New Mexico Volunteer Infantry, Col- itary Order of the Loyal Legion of
of
onel Francisco Paula Abreu. He com the United States, Commandery
18S6.
November
Insigto
California,:
10,
F
until
manded Company
promoted
adjutant of the regiment, June 1, 1865, nia No. 5065.
He was a mmber of the Society of
and was finally mustered out, his
"services being no longer required," California Volunteers; also of the
September 1, 1866, haviirg served con- Society of California Pioneers of New
tinuously for five years and fifteen England. He was also an honorary GOOD TIDINGS FOR
days. He was- in a number of skirm- member of the Second Rhode Island
POOR HOUSEKEEPER
ishes with Apache and Navajo - In- Veteran Association ; Battery B, VeterVolunan
S.
Island
Rhode
U.
Fourth
ssociation;
breveted
captain
dians;
teers, March 13, 1865, "for distin- Veteran Association; and the Fifth Meat Will Be Cheaper This Summer,
Says J. Ogden Armour of Packguished gallantry in the engagement Rhode Island, and Battery F, Veteran
ing House Fame.
at the Adobe Walls, Texas, with the Association.
Cor-rizz-

judgment for $25,000 against a man
not worth a plug of tobacco." He de-

clared no wonder that Colonel Cooper
was angry.
General Meeke then
turned his attention, to Robin Cooper
and recited the efforts he made to

prevent trouble declaring that
"touched every button possible."

he

Ruth
the oldest dauehter of Wil
liam Jennings Bryan, was this after
noon granted a. divorce from her hus
band. She anneared with her mother
in court and both alleged that Leavitt
9.

City, Mo., March 9. Mothe
Standard Oil Company
tions by
of Indiana and the Republic Oil Comof the
pany of Ohio for a
ouster suit recently decided against
theni and for the modification of the
judgment were overruled by the Missouri Supreme Court today. The peCompany
tition of the Waters-Piercwas upheld, the motion of the attorney general for an absolute ouster of
the Missouri company being denied,
the compliance with the court order
recently filed by the company,' approved, and the judgment of ouster
against it being suspended. The effect of these decisions is to expel the
Indiana and Ohio Companies from
Missouri and to restore the Waters-Pierc- e
Company, 60 per cent of whose
stock is held bv the Standard Oil
Company of New Jersey, with the
right to do business within the state.
The Standard Oil interests are expected to appeal their case to the
Supreme Court of the United States.
The decision is considered a great
com
victory for the Waters-Pierc- e
pany and incidentally for .the minority
interests of that concern who claim
to have been making unavailing efforts to free the company from the
control of the New Jersey corporation.
With the judgment of ouster more ab
solute against the Indiana and other
companies they must now pay their
fine of $50,000 each and cease business in the state.
; "T
Jefferson

e
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HOTEL GUESTS BE-- (
COME PANIC STRICKEN
When Fire Breaks Out In the Neigh
borhood and Flee In Their Night
Clothes.
Denver, Colo., March

9.

Guests of

the Armour rooming house on Welton
in their
street field
took
and
reruge in the
night clothes,
street at 4 o'clock this morning when
fire attacked the Cottrell Clothing
Company store around the corner on
Sixteenth street. Many half awakened and shut off by blinding smoke,
stationed themselves at the windows
ready to jump, while others went
The firemen
down the fire escapes.
made their way into the hotel and assisted In assuring the people that
there was no danger and rescued all
without accident. The fire was confined to the Cottrell store and caused
damage to the fixtures and stock, estimated at $120,000. The origin has not
been ascertained.
panic-stricke-

n
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Atlanta, Ga., March 9. "Meat will
be cheaper this summer," said J. Og
BANK ROBBER
den
who passed through At
UNDERSURVEILLANCE lantaArmour,
on his way from Palm Beach.
Florida, to Chicago, yesterday. "Meat
His . Arrest Expected Hourly Sup- is
bigh, too high, at present," he con
posed to Have Recklessly Spent
"but this Is because of the
tinned,
' Stolen
Money.
increased cost of feeding stock Just
now. it follows that when corn is
Los Angeles, Calif., March 9. Ac high, meat is also high. This summer
cording to a story printed here today we expect the price of corn to eo
the man who robbed the First Na- flown and meat to be cheaper."
tional Bank of Monrovia, Calif., of

PEftCF CONFEREHGE

private citizens, it degenerated

Into license. He then read three editorials and askedi the jury if they
could imagine anything more insulting. "The state will say, go into the
court," lie continued, "yes, and get

ay

UP OUST OTHER CORPORATIONS

Mining Claims.

ANOTHER BIG
CROWD AT TRIAL

E

Railroads Hamper- Waters Pierce
Continue to
ed by Storm Rag-i- n
do Business
Middle West

Three to Four Hundred People Stake

ft,

HI

HI

CROWDS FLOCK TO
MESCALERO LANDS
t

OIL

STANDARD

special

to the
Arkansas, says that thirty persons
wpre killed and fifteen to forty in
jured. More than a million dollars in
property was the damage caused by
the tornado which swept over mis
city of 3,000 population last night. The
tomadn uassed over last nignt at i
o'clock and when daylight revealed
its work this morning it was found
that, the business section was in ruins
and nine out of ten of the residences
had been destroyed.

Lincoln, Neb., March

1

of

from Brinkley,

Post-Disnatc- h

merrily blazing. Campbell was sleep
ing in the American Hotel when the
fire broke out. The daughter of the
proprietor, who discovered the blaze,
ran in her night clothes to warn the
lire department. The blaze was prac had not contributed to her support
tically, confined to Campbell's room No defense was made. Mrs. Leavitt
and the principal damage was done was granted the
custody of her
.
Ills legs.
,
,

SIo-cu-

Death List Grows.

T:nnis. Mo.. March 9.

,

.

Captain George H. Pettis, well
known in New Mexico and especially
in this city, died at Providence, Rhode
Island. He was a veteran of the Civil
war and was with the California column that invaded New Mexico. At
the time of his death he was brevet
States Volunteers,
captain United
first lieutenant Company K, First
California Volunteer Infantry. George
Henry Pettis was born at Pawtucket.
R. I., March 17, 1S34; at the axe of
twelve years entered the office of the
Advertiser, a newspaper published at
Cohoes, New York; in 1S49 removed
to Providence, R. I., where he followed the occupation of printer until
1854, when he went to California,
at San Francisco on June 7th,
of that year, on the steamer Brother
Jonathan, via Nicaragua; hp was engaged in mining in the vicinity of Gar-rotTuolumne county, from June,
1854, until May, 1858, when he arrived
at San Francisco en route to Frazer
river. The Frazer river bubble having collapsed he resumed his occupation as a printer, and was employed
and the
upon the Alta California
Morning Call, and held a situation on
the Herald. When President Lincoln

e.

I

that both of his wooden legs - were

of

residences razed or rendered uninhaD-ttnhlRelief trains have arrived at
the scene, but all communication has
ben interrupted. Reports from south
ern and southwestern Arkansas say
that a heaw wind storm passed over
these sections of the state last night,
doing considerable damage to smarl
buildings, but no loss of life is re

of Pennsylvania Legisla
Fire Discovered by Veteran's Daughter Republicans
Decide
ture
Upon Him In
.
i
ana ln
cxunguisnca Wltn DUt
Joint Caucus.
Slight Loss to House or Room.
Harrisburg, Pa., March 9. George
T, Oliver of Pittsburg was today
San Francisco, Calif., March 9. A named as Republican candidate for
special from San Jose, states that the United States Senate to succeed
when George Campbell, of Sunnyside, Philander, C. Knox, by joint caucus
a Civil War veteran, was rudely" awa- of the Senate and House.
kened by the membors of the fire "de BRYAN'S DAUGHTER- -"
partment of that place, he discovered
GRANTED A DIVORCE
A

Many Walks

In

Life.

g

HIS WOODEN LEGS
OLIVER WILL GET
'
WERE ABLAZE
U. S. SENATORSHIP
I

Prominent

BY TORNADO

Have Put Chaves Six Killed in Arkansas Town of
County to the
Fore
Brinkley
OF

Comanche and Kiowa Indians," November 25, 1SG1 In which he commanded the artillery.
In 1SG8, he removed from New Mexico to Providence, R .1.; was a member of tile Common Council, from the
Ninth ward, from June, 1872, to January 187G and a member of the Rhode
Island House of Representatives in
1876 and 1S77; was "Boarding Officer"
of the port of Providence from 1878 to
1885; was marine editor of the Providence Journal from 1S85 to 1887;
sealer of weights and measures and
superintendent of street signs and
numbers at Providence, Rhode Island
from March 10, 1891 till 1897.
Ho again became state sealer of
weights, measures and balances, of
the state of Rhode Island, having been
appointed February x, 1001.
He became a member of the Grand
Ariny of the Republic; by joining Kit
Carson Post No. 1, Department of
New Mexico, in 18(18, and joined
Post, No. 10, Department of
Rhode Island by transfer, in 1872, of
which post he held the offices of Adjutant and Chaplain; was a charter
member of Arnold Post No. 4, Department of Rhode Island, in 1S77, of
which post he hag held the positions
of officer of the dav and senior vice- commander; was chief mustering offi
cer. Department of Rhode Island, In
1877 and 1879, and assistant muster-In;- ;
officer in 1890; was a member of
the National Council of admlnlstra- -

DEATH CLAIMS
FORMER NEW MEXICAN

DEVASTATION

Bf BUSINESS MEN

Board

NO. 21

SANTA FE, NEW MEXlfigjJftJESDAY MARCH 9, 1909.

'VOL. 46.
BUSINESS

NEW MEXICAN

H M

Oil

WHIP

President Zelaya of
Nicaragua Issues

$29,700, on December

Important Call

14 last, is now

under surveillance by the Pinkerton
defectives in Omaha after a chase extending over half a dozen western
states and may be taken in custody
WILL
SETTUJIFFEREIICES at any time. It is stated .also that a
confederate has been located in this
city. It is claimed that the man unCentral American Republics der surveillance in Omaha, has already spent the greater part of, the
are all Invited to
stolen money in gambling' and extravagant living. At Globe,' Ariz., it is
Participate.
said he gambled away thousands of
dollars. At El Paso, where he went
Mexico City, March 9. According
next, all trace of him was lost until
to private advices, President Zelaya he was located in St;' Louis and was
of Nicaragua has called another con- followed finally to Omaha. It .is exference between j's own country ami. pected that his arrest will be made
there
The bank believes that
and the shortly,
Honduras, Guatamala, Costa-Ricmoney has been lost and has no
Salvador, with a" view of arranging hopes of recovering any of it.
permanent peace for Central America.
The conference, according to these ad- PORTUGAL ROUSED
BY EARTHQUAKE SHOCKS
vices, will be held aboard one of the
warships of the United States squadLisbon, March 9. A number of
ron now at Amapala. No official ad- earthquake, shocks, accompanied light
bv
vices of such conference have been subterranean
rumblings are reported
received.
,
irom the. province of Minho.
a

!

FIRST TAFT
CABINET MEETING
Members Instructed Not to Discuss
Business Transacted, with Journalists or Others.

?

Washington, D. C, March 9. President Taft's first cabinet meeting convened at 11 o'clock today, all being
present except Secretary of War Dickinson. The president has determined
not to permit the members of the cabinet to discuss the business transacted
and when the meeting broke up Secretary of State Knox made this "announcement.

.

HEART BROKEN OVER
WOOL FIRM
BUT FEW SALES
'DREAM THAT FAILED
former consul

General to Buenos
Old Lines Are
Ayres Commits Suicide at
Wash-ingto-

n.

Dull, But Supply is
Arrival of New Clip
From Arizona.
Boston, Mass., March 9. The supply
of desirable domestic wool has been
slightly increased by the arrival of a
new clip from Arizona. The old lines
aredull and firmly held with a very
limited supply. New Arizona wool is
quoted at 61 to 65 cleaned. Old Territory has sold for 24 cents for three- eighths, and a lot of fine Nevada has
been transferred at 19. Other wools
are'firm with but few sales.

Limited

Washington. D. C. March 9.
broken because his dream of an intercontinental railroad to onen tn Mini.
merce the fertile valleys of Central
and South AmerieA hurt TIAVoi mn tar.
iallzed, Hinton Rowan Helper, former
united states Consul General at
Buenos Ayres, committed suicide here
today. His widow and children livn
in Chicago.
A

CASE OF
MISTAKEN

IDENTITY

The authorities at the Denitentlarv
state positively that the man wearing
a convict shirt, who attemped to reg
ister at the Claire was not Andres
Calles, who escaped fom the Peniten
tiary on last Friday. They have ab
solute information that Calles was not
at anv time anywhere near the Claire.
I'he clerk of the Claire necessarilv
was laboring under a case of mistaken
'
"
identity,
Jl

NAVAJO

CHIEF HELD
FOR OHIO GRAND JURY

Cincinnati, Ohio, March 9. Bicody-r-"
Indian chief, who ran
Navajo
amuck recently in the Grand Central
station and stabbed three persons, was
bound over the grand Jury today on
the charge of assault to kill and ras
remanded to Jail after failure to give
Vmd. .
v
I
-

the

-

i
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.

m
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The BsgS tore
With

The Great Regulations Of

I

of good

I

HART-SCHAFFNE- R

MARX CLOTHES.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN

as $10 and as Ufh m
On notes, diamonds and Jewelry as ow
to or year. Rates
month
one
Time
Loans are strictly private.
Call and Bee us betore borrowln
reasonable.
..;

IZOfc

ait

at SALMON Store

NATAHN SALMON.
r
Phnt
"

rfan Francisco street.

The largest and the only

1B"

STRAWBERRIES
FIRST SHIPMENT RECEIVED
4TH.
THURSDAY MARCH
t

Will Continue as they get Better

M. V. & CENTER BUTTER

mW

Winter
I

vv

Grocery Co.
v

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

their trip.

Knocks the Blues If you reel blue
and want to shake off that feeling
and have a good laugh, come to the
Opera House tonight and see "The Fat
Baby" and the "Deaf Mutes Ball."
The entire program is a laughable one.
Meet Wednesday Night There will
be a special meeting of the Spanish-AmericaAlliance at the regular
meting place on Wednesday night at
8 o'clock for he purpose of initiating
new members. All members are re'
quested to be on hand.
Late Spring Although at Carlsbad
and in the Mesilla Valley and as far
north as Santa Rosa, fruit trees are in
full blossom, at Santa Fe, spring will
be very late and it will ne a month
yet before the peach and apricot trees
will be in bloom. This is a good indication for a plentiful fruit crop.
Noon Arrivals Palace Hotel: R. A.
Ford,, city; Frank A. Hubbell, Albu
querque; John S. Vlark, Las Vegas;
L., H. Payne, wife and baby, Hudson,
New York; F. C. Mitchell, Denver; H.
B. Holt, Las Cruces; Charles E. Ross.j
Socorro; Charles Wolf, Maxwell City;
R. R. Larkin, E. G. Murphy, Las Ve
gas; G. S. Moore, Roswell; B. Ruppe,
Albuquerque; B. S. Gowen, Las Ve
gas; w. G. Tight and J. H. O'Reilly
and son, Albuquerque.
DAILY WEATHER REPORT.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 8, 1909.
The maximum temperature was 33
degrees at 3:30 p. m.; the minimum
temperature was 23 degrees at. 7 a.
m.; the mean temperature wan 2S degrees; the departure from normal wa
U
degrees; the relative humt li'y at C
a. m. was 9 4per cent; the lelative
humidity at 6 p. m. was 77 per cent,
tne relative humidity, average for the
day, wag 86 per cent. There was only
a trace of snow on the grouud at C'p.

FOR SALE New seven room modern house, best location in town; fine
home; first payment $1,800; this price
three days only. Apply Y. L. Bean,
Co.
manager, Southern-Wes- t

No. 40.

VINOL CUBES CHRONIC

COUGHS,

CALL AflD SEE

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Deco-

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

rated

China,

Goods.

S. Spitz

'

ay

MANUFACTURER

run-dow-

JEWELER

STRIPLING-BURROW-

S

CO.

MONDAY FEBRUARY 8TH.
'

WILL CONTINUE DURING

AND

THE BALANCE OP THE MONTH.
This important event reveals unusual bargains. In addition toquality that is corect. Our underwear has other
commendable features. Exclusiveness of styles and
an unusually large assortment to select from.

THE PRICES THE LOWEST EVER QUOTED.
P O Box

FOR

36.

A

HALF CENTURY

Phone 219

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
"

HOUSE

IN THE

CITY.

Are You Ready
FOR SPRING HOUSE CLEANING

If You Are
SEE THE

UP-TO-DA-

TE

STYLES AND COLORS

CREAM & MILK
Telephone No I4H Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

ORTIZ BROS.

'"Si,

Services
DAY AND
NIGHT .

Hack Line

Call at the Coronado
Hotel or Phone Red 98

OPERA
v

i'

Mgr.

THE SHOW THAT

v

"

STORE

WOOD-DAVI- S

AND LEAVE
ORDERS FOR

U.

KA1HMANN T0D0Y0UR
W0RK.

DECORATION

HOUSE:

A. M. DETTELBACH.

AT THE

EXLUSIVE DESIGNS IN ROOM
GUARANTEED

Phone

Phone

No 14

No 14

HARDWARE CO.

,

CANNOT BE BEAT
Licensed Films Only

Change of Program
Every

'

MONDAY and THURSDAY
- 10 cents
Admission
20 cents
Reserved Seats
Evening Show at 7:30 and 8:30.
Matinee, Saturday at 3:30.

After Other Remedies Fail
"I have been troubled with a chronic
cold and bronchitis for a long time
and have tried many remedies without
finding relief. Through the kind suggestion of a friend 1 tried Vinol, and
after taking four bottles, am entirely
cured." A. H. Wilde, 733-8tAvenue,
Minneapolis, Minn.
1
S.
McDonald, 147 W. Congress
St., Paul, Minn., writes: "I contracted a severe cold last winter and
thought I would never get rid of it. I
tried Vinol as a last resort, and it has
completely cured me."
Vinol combines
two world-fame- d
tonics, the healing, medicinal properties of cod liver oil and tonic iron,
palatable and agreeable to the
weakest Btomach.
For this reason,
Vinol is unexcelled as a strength-build- er
for "old people, delicate chiln
dren, weak and
persons, after sickness and for Chronic Coughs,
Colds and Bronchitis,

WILL COMMENCE

FRESH EGGS

h

8

Jewelry, Silverware,

MUSLIN UNDERWEARi

Pleasant Phystc.
When you want a pleasant physic
give Chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver Tablets a trial. They are mild
and geptle in their action and always
produce a pleasant cathartic effect.
Call at any drug store for a free

COLDS AND BRONCHITIS

FOR YOURSELF

Co.

OUR ANNUAL

A

n

Santa Fa.

store i

up-to-d-

Seligman Bros.

0

THIS STORE IS THE HOME OF

Incorporated 1903

X

SYRUP.

Suits $18.00 to $30.00
Overcoats $17.50 to $30.00

.

$ X X X
Denver, Colo., March 9. The
weather forecast for New Mex- S ico: Partly cloudy and warnid"
S tonight, with snow in north nor- - X
tion tonight and Wednesday.
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You ought tc see some of the
new late models, and some of the
smart new colors and patterns.
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MINOR CITY

Noon Arrivals at the Hotels Claire
Jose
Cleofes Romero, Las Vegas;
Torres, Socorro; B. A.Sleyster, Albuquerque; A. Davis, M. ., Texico.
Postpone Meeting The meeting of
the Knights of Columbus called for
last night was postponed until Thursmm
a
1H
day night.
VeLas
Death of Health Seeker at
qas John Solman, aged 23 years, died
yesterday at the Las Vegas Hospital.
He was unmarried.
BALLARD'S
Woman's Aid Society The WomH0REH0UND
an's Aid Society of the Presbyterian
church will be gue-t- s of Mrs. Frank
Pleasant to take, rapid results.
W. Shearon on Friuay, March 19.
Contains nothing Injurious.
Voted Court Hous'e Bonds The peoCOUGHS, COLDS,
CURES
SORE THROAT,
ple of Union county have by a vote
WHOOPING COUGH AND
of COO majority decided to issuo $30,-00ALL PULMONARY DISEASES.
in bonds for court house construcMrs. J. C. Jenkins, Denver,
tion at Clayton.
Colo., writes; "I can't say
Dance Thursday Night The reguenough for Ballard's Hore-houn- d
lar dance given by the Woman's
Syrup, It has cured
Board of Trade will take place next
of the croup and my
my
baby
children of severe Coughs.
Everybody is inThursday night.
I know no better medicine."
vited to attend.
Ownership
Changes
25c, 50c and $1.00
Newspaper
The San Juan County Idex at Aztec,
Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
San Juan county, has been purchased
L.
M.
and
ST. IiOUIS. Ma
T.
Miller
Maberry,
young
by
men who lately ccanie to New Mexico
from Illinois.
Ranch House Destroyed by Fire
end Recommended by
The beautiful ranch home of Mr. and
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
Mrs. J. C. Martinez,. five miles west
of Des Moines, Union county, was a m, The lowest temperature during
few days ago destroyed by fire. Loss last night was 15 degrees. The pre$5,000.
cipitation for the 24 hours ending at
Tesuque Indians Return The party 0 a. m. today was 0.05 of an inch. Tie
Pueblo Indians from Tesuque, temperature at 6 a. m. today was 15
i of
which went to Denver to take part In degrees.
the Pure Food Exposition, returned to
Santa Fe today, well satisned with
(Continued On Page Eight.)

Clean cut,

smart, correct in
quality in fabric
style,
and tailoring, and accurate in
tit these are the important
things that our
& MARX clothes give a
man, and they're exactly the
things you want.
There's no reason why you
should'nt have them; we've
gat the clothes here for you, and
they're ready for wearing, and
they fit, and they are easy to

if

It Goes Against the Grain
when a man buys Feed and finds
it is of an inferior quality, He
does tot feel like buying it at the
same place again. We keep our
customers because they know
taey can alwa ys rely upon getting
the best and purest Horse Feed
that can be purchased hereabout
The best Oats and Corn, and the
kind that fatten and strengthens
the animals, and keeps then in
good condition.
Sole Anoncv'Por
.'INTERNATIONAL STOOK'FOOD
Wholesale and Retail Dealers In

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT SEDS
The only exclusive grain house In Santa Fo N. M.
is1 difficult to find.
But you can: al
DIAMONDS
ways be sure of finding the very best
lumber In large quantities and great
variety at our yards. Should you favor us with an order it will receive RIGHT PRICES
our immediate attention, and we can RIGHT GOOD?
quote you some very Interesting prices
RIGHT SERVICE
on high grade lumber of all kinds.
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WATCHES
Eyu Tested and
Fitted

By

Up-t- o.

Date Method.

CUT Gf ASS, CHINA AND
141 San

IVERWAM.
Franclaco Street, 8anta Fe. N. M.

Methods during the few months of our dealing have proven
the wisdom of trading with us. While working for a
e
have been working for a reputation; we have gained
it. and it will be upheld.
busi-nessw-

Every
M
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deal with us is

asatisfactory deal
WE GUARANTEE THAT
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MILITARY

Erects $60,000 Barracks With $45,000

visits

Appropriation and Still Has No Deficit for the Legislature to Meet.

The New. Mexico Military Institute tect decided that two spans of this
was first opened to students in 1898. building, which would furnish quarters
At that time there was but one build- for the cadets and six officers could
ing. This was a four story brick, be erected for not less than $60,000.
which had been erected from the pro- On the first call of bids, the proposals
ceeds of a $15,000 bond issue. This submitted exceeded the appropriasingle building was used for dormi- tions.
tories, school purposes, mess, kitchen Would Not Exceed Appropriations.
demonstrated
tind laundry. It was
The Regents refused, although much
within a few months after the insti- pressure was brought to bear upon
tution" opened that new buildings were them, to go ahead and erect the buildneeded. The Regents Jmmediately be- ing which had been submitted for
gan to devise ways and means for bids, it being in every way a desiradding to the plant. As the money able building and such as the school
could not be secured to put up per- needed.
They stoutly maintained,
manent buildings, such buildings as however, that they had no right to ex
would supply the immediate needs ceed their appropriations or run their
consisted ofisch00i in debt. The bids, therefore,
were erected.' These

'
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:
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View of New Barracks from Northeast of Grounds.

the living capacity of the school, it is
doubtful whether all desiring to be
admitted can be let in next fall. The
school has reached a point where It
The School Will Still Be Limited In absolutely cannot get along without
' Number.
making a great many more rooms for
academic
will
Increase
this
purposes. The scientific de- building
Although

ture is exceptionally pleasing. The
building is being greatly admired by
evefy one who "has an opportunity to
inspect it.
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Battalion Company Front,

J' ...

substantial frame structures, comfort
able and well arranged buildings, but,
at the same time, not the kind needed
for a military school of high class

These buildings have increased in
number until at present, including the
new building which has been erected
during the past year, .the plant con
sists of eleven structures. Three of
these buildings are considered per
manent.
They are of brick and lo
cated according to the architect's plan,
Regents Adopt Unit System.
Two years ago the Regents decided
that the school had now 'reached a
point when nothing but permanent and
substantial buildings should be erect
ed, it having grown In favor with the
people and having made such a splendid reputation throughout the coun
try that its future success could no
longer be doubted. A firm of architects was, therefore, employed to lay
out the grounds and plan such build
lngs as would be needed for a school
of 600 students. Contract was entered
into with I. H. and W. M. Rapp, of
Trinidad, Colorado, and they immediately set to work. The first building
planned was a cadet barracks." This
was arranged to be a building consisting of 300 rooms, furnishing living
quarters for officers and cadets. The

On

Parade

In

Front of

Building 304 Feet Long. Three Stories High.

building, which will be arranged this made to get up at a given time, take
summer, and the mess hall is at pres- - j their meals at regular hours, and
ample to take care of them.
iways be on time for class work.
General Bell, in his remarks to the' However, the recognition which the
cadets in Albuquerque last fall, stated school has gained, enabled it to place
that the only reason that the school several of Its graduates in the military
was not placed upon the list which service. Only a short time ago, a
would entitle it to send its graduates graduate of the Class of 1907, Mr. R,
direct to the army as second lieuten- C. Garrett, of Santa Fe, was given a.
ants was due to the fact that it was commission as second lieutenant in
limited in numbers. This has been the V. S. Coast Artillery, and ordered
the trouble with the school ever since to report for service, Mr. Charles
It was started, and until more bar Rowley, a student from Arizona, who
racks are afforded, it will continue to has been at the institute for four
be a trouble. There has never been a years, has passed his examination for
school in the Southwest, or, for that West Point, and is admitted with
matter, west of the Mississippi, which credit. Me went direct from the
has ventured to run tv strictly board' school and received all of his training
ing school; to maintain a high stand-- j in that institution, "Ueeeutly a high
ard in both academic work and be-- 1 compliment was pdid to the school,
havior; and to prosper as has the New when General Bell, Chief of Staff,
ca- Mexico Military Institute. For more U. S. Armv, invited the corps of
Ia
nectMSt0 r!!c1ipatc
than three years now it has been
iHaugural
M
a few years, or
essary to refuse admission to fifty parade.
just
or sixty applicants each fall. The best 1H SOOii as new barr'acUs flrt be added,
people throughout New Mexico Bend the Military Institute will be, witliolii
their sons to the Military Institute, question, the greatest military school
and it Is represented in every town west of the Mississippi River. At
throughout the territory." Its students present it has none superior to It, and
are a manly set of young men, pre- - but few are its equal. Its location.
al-e-

Old Barracks.

were rejectee! and the architect instructed to alter his specifications, so
as to come within the specified limit.
The foundation of the building was
therefore, , lowered and a span of
rooms was cut out of each tower.
The building was then let to contract for $55,000. Water and sewerage have since been added, which
brings the price of the building up
to the $60,000 mark. Besides, the fur
niture, which is yet to be installed,
It will be noticed that the school has
spent on this building $15,000 more
than was appropriated for that pur
pose, and still the financial condition
of the school Is In good shape.
It
has no deficit.
Description of New Barracks.
This handsome building is 304 feet
long, three stories high, and is comIt
posed of sixty-siliving roms.
is supplied with large bath rooms on
each floor, the bath rooms being fitted
up with lavatories, bath tubs, shower
baths and closets. The building is
wired throughout according to the Un
derwriters' regulations. There is no
connection from one room to another,
all of them opening on the verandas.
The building Is of brick and cement
plaster. It is practically fireproof and
indestructible. The style of archltec- -
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Battalion In Parade Formation.
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partments are crowded, as well as all
of the class rooms. The original building will be altered during the vacation, the upper floor being fitted up
for physical and chemical laboratories; the second floor for languages;
the third floor for mathematics ; and
the basement as a library. To arrange this building it will cost the
school something like $4,000 or $5,000,
but the necessity of this is very ap-
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Portion of New Barracks.

permitted of Its beinc con
structed in sections, so that it can
be built as money Is procured.
The architects also " designed an
academic building, to be constructed
just opposite the barracks, an armory
ouueung to the rear of the barracks,
a modern hospital, chapel, adminlstra-- tion building, and library, besides offi- cers' quarters, stables, quartermast- er's department, etc.
New Barracks.
After the
Legislative
Assembly had authorized the issue of
:
120,000 in bonds for the Military In-- ,
stitute, and after Congress had vali-dated these bonds, together with the
$25,000 issue which had been
granted
the Institute by a former legislature,
' and
being secured by lands belong-'
ing to the school, the Regents decided
to call for bids and erect a
portion
..of the barracks as
planned. The archl- -

(From Drawing.)

parent.
The wooden building will continue
to be used for the present, although
it is going to be very unsatisfactory
to keep a portion of the cadets in
these buildings, while their fellow students are enjoying life in the handsome brick barracks. It is the object
of those in authority to build two more
spans to the building just as soon as
it is possible to secure money for that
purpose. By erecting two more spans
to the barracks building, a corps of
250 cadets could be cared for In the
one building. They could also be furnished academic instruction in the

Athletic Field

in Rear.

senting an appearance which attracts
attention and always wins for the territory great praise. It is, however,
simply a hard working school. It does
not put on frills and pretend to be
running anything more than a high
grade preparatory school, doing one
year of college work. The authorities
have not found it necessary to do a
great deal of advanced work, as the
demand for this work in the territory
Is limited. The students in t"his country need such training as is given them
at the institute. It is the object of
the institute to train them for business and for social life. It has also
been its object to prepare tfiem to be
manly and honorable, capable of taking their places shoulder
to shoulder with their fellow man and
ot getting along In the world.
The military work is used simply
as a help to the academic work. Drills
are held in the afternoon, when students in other schools are loitering
around town. By the military system,
promptness is insured. Students are
self-relian- t,

gives it a great advantage, being in
a dry, healthful atmosphere, where
outdoor exercise can be enjoyed

throughout the entire winter. Competent teachers can be secured from the
eastern colleges, but the eastern
schools cannot obtain for their students a climate like this, without coming to the Military Institute. It is not
improbable to anticipate that within
the next decade the New Mexico Military Institute will increase to 500
students, which is an exceptionally
large military school. As a usual
thing, military schools do not strive
to have more than 300 students.
Three hundred makes an excellent
battalion and Is about as many as one
man can officer to advantage. However, since West Point has gone beyond the 350 mark ,many of the other
military schools in the United States
are following its example. The New
Mexico Military Institute Is destined
to be the West Point of the West.
Within a short time it will be recog
nlzed as such.

design
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Proposed

Academic

Buildings for the New Mexico Military Institute.

This Building

Is to be Located

Northeast ef New Barracks.
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HOME ENDORSEMENT.
L. Bradford Prince had
the best of the argument and Councilman John Y. Hewitt the best of the Hundreds of Santa Fe Citizens Can
Tell You All About It.
sentiment, in the discussion of the
resolution in the Council
providing for the substitution of Rei IIome eildor sement, the public ex
word "Confederates" for "Rebels" on pression of Santa. Fe people, should
the Soldiers' Monument in the Plaza. be evidence beyond dispute for every
The bloody chasm is not only bridged, Santa Fe reader. Surely the experibut is closed to all practical intents ence of friends and neighbors, cheer- and purposes and the vietor is eager fully given by them, will carry more
to demonstrate to the vanquished his weight than the utterances of strangers
in faraway places. Read
magnanimity.
Everything that re- tho residing
following:
minds of the bitterness of the strugMiss Adela Arias, 106 Griffin street,
gle should be obliterated and only that
Santa
Fe, N. CM., says: "The use of
remembered
which reminds of its
Doan's
Kidney Pills in my case
if
heroism. But
that necessitates that
the man with the chisel should travel brought relief from a disorded
of my kidneys that had troubled
from place to place to mutilate the
me for some time. I suffered from a
monuments that were erected in the
first Hush of victory, or later to com- dull, heavy ache in the small of my
memorate the great battles and the back, the attacks always being
colds and in addition to this,
great commanders in which one side I was by
often
distressed by headaches
.triumphed over the other, it were bet- and
dizzy spells. My attention was
ter to raze the monuments altogether.
first called to Doan's Kidney Pills
A monument is erected of stone or
bronze for the very sake of recording about three years ago and 1 procured
a box at Stripling and Burrows'
drug
permanently the sentiments of those store. Their
use proved
that the
who erected it; if it was intended to
claims made for them were genuine.
change its inscriptions or its charac- Off
and on since whenever occasion
ter with every change of public senhas
I have used Doan's Kidrequired,
timent, monuments in the future
or rub- ney Pills and the quick and positive
should be built of
relief always obtained warrants
ber.

PRINT ING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,

PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,

Entered as Second Class Matter
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
f .20
Dally, per week, by carrier
Dally, per month, by carrier..,. .75
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Dally, per year, by mall

yeitth

t.

Secretary Treasurer.
at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
Daily, six montus, by mail
Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

12.75
2. 00

1.00
76

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

The New Mexican is tho oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It Is tent to
very postoffice In the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
mong Jie intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
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DISCRIMINATION AGAINST AMERICAN PRODUCTS.
"The importance which the depart
ments of agriculture and of commerce
and labor may play in ridding the
markets of Europe of prohibitions and
discriminations against the importation of our products is fully underpaper-mach- e
stood, and it is hoped that the use
of the maximum and minimum feature
of our tariff law to be soon passed
One of the best acts of the legislawill be effective to remove many of tive assembly thus
far, is the passage
those restrictions." From President of the indeterminate sentence and paTaft's Inaugural Address.
role law which has gone to Governor
The American market is the best Curry for11 his signature and will
in the world, and naturally" enough doublessly receive
it, for he recomforeign nations are eager to sell their mended (he law in his message to the
products in the United States; but assembly.
It is a decided step forwhile they desire to reap all the ad ward in the administration of justice
vantages offered to them here; they and is the basis of intelligent methods
are often unwilling to reciprocate, and of convict reform. It wili give the
do not hesifate to discriminate against man sentenced for a criminal offense,
American
exportations.
Recently if he is not utterly lost "to
out the state and to relieve the state the New Mexican called attention to and
a better
ennobling influences,
oiuigauon or amy this unjust treatment of the United chance to become a useful citizen
- from
v
"O
t'M main- - i S&tes. and insisted on the Ptlment than he possessed under the old
respecting the cn""!:.!
of determinate
tenance of public highways of that of maximum and. mllmiim rates in method
sentence.
the new tariff law. As this principle The man upon whom has been placed
kind.
Is recommended
by President Taft, the stigma of a penitentiary sentence
"In providing for a commission the
view
in
its
of
and
pressing necessity, is so handicapped that it is a wonbill follows the example set in numerno urging to der
should
Congress
require
that any convict who leaves the
ous other states, in all of which the
Of course,
in
that
law.
it
incorporate
after having served his
penitentiary
satisfaction.
much
policy has given
is understood that ample discretion term,
ever makes an attempt to
"The measure also makes an appro it
will be placed in the hands of the leave the ways of the transgressor.
priation of $300,000 for the biennial
term to be expended in road construc- government to retaliate in every case Under the indeterminate sentence
tion under the supervision of the high' of unfair discrimination, that arises, provisions he is given additional in
and this must be done in such a ducements to leave his evil ways and
way commission and in connection
to he learns that
good behavior will
with appropriations to be made by the prompt and effective manner as
and
that
the
warn
others
wrong-doe- r
bring its own reward both in shortencounty commissioners of every county
"we know our rights and knowing ing his sentence and in
fitting him to
desiring to take advantage of the state dare maintain them."
Another infaappropriation. It is stipulated that mous scheme has been resorted to by cope with the handicap that has been
forced upon him by his. mistake or his
for every dollar of the state road fund
some dishonest foreign manufactur- crime.
a
commission
in
the
county,
expended
iners of that county must appropriate ers; and that is swearing to their
their
below
actual
voices
values,
far
The fact that the signature to some
two dollars.
Thus if the appropriarates of duty. of the petitions for local option are
tion provided for In this bill shall thus procuring lower
commmitted typewritten and that In other cases
be made and the county commission- As these perjuries are
are
criminals
the
beyond the they appear to be written by the same
abroad,
ers take advantage of its provisions,
criminal
American
of
law; hand, cannot blind the nress or the
jurisdiction
a total of $900,000 will be expended in
invoices arrive here people, to the fact that there is ar)
road construction during the next two but when their
and when the perjuries are proven, overwhelming public demand for local
years1, of which the counties will prothe goods imported should be confis- option legislation.
s
vide
and the state
If
Not only is the demand overwhelm"While at first glance, this may cated just as smuggled goods are.
of ing, but it is insistent. It will not
enforce
this
law
to
no
there
is
way
seem a large amount to be expended
in two years, a moment's reflection punishing fraud, then laws should be grow less by being denied its wish
custom liouse
by the Thirty-eightwill show any one informed on the enacted to enable the
legislative asit. As the United
to
officials
enforce
'nor
can
be
it
sembly,
gotten rid of by
subject that the counties expend now
of
to ignore or forget it. The
on their main highways fully as much States now faces a large deficiency
trying
every leakage must be temperance movement has come to
every year as they would be called revenue;
and
the most vigilant means stay just as surely as the abolition
stopped
to
upon
appropriate under the provis- should be
rigidly to en- movement held its ground up to the
adopted
ions of this bill. Tnus there would
semuzzle of the howitzers.
Moral isbe no increase in county taxes on ac- force the revenue laws, and thus
dollar
collection
of
cure
the
every
sues differ in this from political iscount of roads of the kind contem
that is lawfully owing to the govern- sues, in that they persist and increase
plated.
in strength until they win out. It is
"It should be observed that the mon- ment.
a strange fact too, that the progress
ey used in the construction of main
President Taft has already barred of the local option bills in the Legishighways of the kind contemplated
spelling from the White lative Assembly is not blocked by
would be expended under the direc simplified
tion of the county commissioners of House and this is merely a beginning those directly interested in the liquor
is
the county in which the work might of what will be done to other Roose-veltia- n traffic. The average saloon-keepe- r
Presi- fairer minded on this matter than is
ideas and theories.
be done, subject to the supervision
There Is
of the state highway commission. This dent Taft is using an automobile in- the professional politician.
leaves matterg largely in the hands stead of horse and carriage, and an a wide gulf between local option aifil
of the county commissioners, who, in axe in place of a big stick. The news- prohibiten, for the former merely
connection with the state highway papermen have it that there is an un- gives the people of each community
commission, would select the roads wonted air of quiet and peace around the right to decide for themselves by
upon which both state and county the White House, but that neverthe- popular poll whether they want to tolmoney would be expended.
Further- less there is no lack of cordiality with erate the liquor traffic or not, and if
more, the fact that the bill was in which they are greeted by the chief they do want to tolerate it upon what
Different men, different conditions.
Where is the politician
dorsed by a convention of county com. executive.
missioners recently held in this city methods, but it does seem cruel that who dare in the long run deny the
shows that it has already received the after picking out your own successor pepole the right to determine a quesapproval of many officials of that and hearing him promise to carry out tion of that kind for themselves?
class.
your ideas to have him inaugurate a
all
means
this bill should be- radically new course in the minor at"By
It is quite certain that the steering
come a law, for Colorado stands in tributes of his high office.
committee appointed by President
great need of a system of good roads. Even Mrs. Taft is an iconoclast Spiess in the Council will not be
and under this measure both the state for she is already making striking bunco steerers. Every member of it
as a whole and every county would be changes in "White House etiquet. In- has
given evidence of watchfulness
stead of secret service agents in or- and keen interest in the public welbenefited."
dinary street clothes accompanying fare, such as will permit no act to
The Idea of Councilman Upton to the presidential family to church or slip through unless it has been caremust wear
fully scrutinized as to its intent and
bring the Pullman Sleeping Car Com on its outings, the sleuths
coats.
The negro its effect, and whether there be a
frock
hats
silk
and
on
an equality in assessment
pany
with the railroad companies is worthy ushers at the White House are joker hidden somewhere between its
of some investigation. The railroads dressed in blue livery and brass but' lines. It is a committee that inspires
of New Mexico are compelled to con- tons and there is an outward air of confidence.
tribute very handsomely to the ex- reserve and dignity about the estabthat is unusual to WashingCouncilman Hewitt has introduced
chequer of the territory, its counties lishment
' rounders who rather
liked the
ton
and its municipalities, but the
a
little
bill, so small that it might be
of the
called
but whose ef
a billet-douwealthy Pullman Company escapes free and open ways
and his family.
with a small modicum of public confect he claims will be much more
tribution. Surely, its rates are high
stringent and more effective than the
The action of the Oklahoma legis- famous
enough, and its revenue so profitable,
act of two
that it should be compelled to bear lature in condemning Kansas prison years ago. If it Is, it should become
ft Just share of the tax burden of the methods is doubly interesting to New law by all means, for the act of two
Mexico, because not so long ago the years ago, which
; commonwealth If it does not do so alwas in
territory imported from Kansas a troduced by President .Spiess, haS
ready.
prison expert to run its penal insti- worked wonders for the moral cleantution. He did run it for a few up of New Mexico.
With Kansas, Missouri and
radQ, marking every five miles of the months, that is, he ran it almost into
Santa Fe Trail with a suitable stone the ground. The investigating comWhile Ihe legislators are endeavormonument. It Is quite fitting that the mittee of the Oklahoma legislature ing to make a record in cleaning the
terminus of that famous highway in declares that In the Kansas prison, moral atmosphere of New Mexico,
the Plaza at Santa Fe, should be prisoners were "stretched and tor- they should repeal the nefarious law
'
tured and strangled with water," a
d
marked with a stone arch, as is
that places a legal sanction upon
which the Kansas prison exmethod,
Counthe
bill
passed by
by the
bawdy houses, and In Its place enact
to
New
him
with
cil yesterday and which merely enacts pert also brought
statute penalizing the white slave
a
the law of four years ago, but which, Mexico. Alleges the committee fur- traffic.
.
"Lack of discipline and the
owing to the absorption of the appro- ther;
Is
of
political manipulation
priation for it by the Scenic Highway, presence
The first steerable airship is to be
everywhere apparent and the warden
was Ineffective.
did not have the. courage to stand up' sent . across the Atlantic from Spain
he kneAto be right." Well to the West' Indies, and in New York,
It Is time that he state and terrl-tori- for what
much is centain, that neither an aggregation of millionaires has althis
the
out
way
of
legislatures get
will ever ready organized the first airship trust.
for they couldn't begin to hold the New Mexico, nor oflhoma,
to
Kansas
get
any "ex It takes the most vivid imagination to
base-l"
go
again
popular Interest now that the
convicts.
to take care of
'keep pace with modern progress.
pert"
season
ROADS LEGISLATION.
measures that must bethe
Among
come law before Thursday of next
week is a substitute bill that should
embody the good roads legislation rec
oramended by the New Mexico Good
Roads Association which met in Santa
Fe last week. In the neighboring
state of Colorado, a similar measure,
but much more liberal in its provisions, is pending and its passage is
advocated by the Denver Republican.
'inc. arguments it advances in favor
of the bill are applicable to New Mex-ic- o
even with much stronger force.
Says the Republican:
"In each branch of the legislature a
bill has been introduced providing for
the organization of a highway commission composed of three members to
be appointed by the governor, the purpose of the bill being to promote the
construction of good roads throughGOOD

self-respe-

ar

,

'

two-third-

one-thir-

h

my
high opinion of them."
For sale by all dealers.- - Price 50
Foster-Milbur- n
cents.
Co.. Ruffain
New York, sole agents for the
United

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Remember the name
take no other.

Doan's

and

The New Mexican

Priam,? Pnmn.r,.
to furnish cards de vite
or ladles and for gentlemen on short
otlee in first class style at
reasonable
trices, T'ZT ""raved or printed.

la prepared

vn

at the New Mexican Prino---

'

Prof. H. A. Howell, of Havana,
Cuba,
Recommends Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy.
"As long ago as I can remember
my mother was a faithful user and
friend of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, hut never in my life have I realized its true value until now," writes
Prof. H. A. Howell, of Howell's American School, Havana, Cuba. "On the
night of February 3rd our baby was
taken sick with a very severe cold, the
next day was worse and the following night his condition was desperate.
He could not lie down and it was necessary to have him in the arms every
moment Even then his breathing
was difficult. I did not think he
would live until morning. At last I
thought of my mother's remedy,
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, which
we gave, and it afforded prompt relief, and now, three days later, he has
Under the circumfully recovered.
stances I would not hesitate a moment in saying that Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy, and that only, saved
the life of our dear little boy." For
sale by all druggists.

The seals arid record books' for notaries public for sale by the New
Mexican Printing company at very
reasonable rates. Seals for Incorporated companies are also handled. Call
at or address the New Mexican Printing company, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
How can any person risk taking
some unknown cough remedy when
Foley's Honey and Tar costs them no
more? It is a safe remedy, contains
no harmful drugs, and cures the most
obstinate coughs and colds. Why experiment with your health? Insist
upon having the genuine Foley's
Honey and Tar. Sold by all druggists.

The s New Mexican Printing company has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants; good everywhere. We
(fill sell them at E cents in Hook form.
'My
boy was badly
constipated, had a high, fever and was
I gave him
In'; an awful condition.
two doses of Foley's Orlno Laxative
and the next morning the fever
was gone and he was entirely well.
Foley's Orlno Laxative saved his life."
three-year-ol-

Herewith are some bargains oCered
the New Mexican Printing Company: Code of Civil Irocedure of the
,
Territory of New Mexico, 1897,
$1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri
$6; the two for $10; Adapt-

No. 02050.

by

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 15, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that
Trujillo, on February 20, 1903,
made homestead entry No. 7436, for
E
of N. W.
of Section 34,
Township 14 N, Range 9 B, M., has
filed notice of intention to make final
r
proof, to establish claim to
the land above described," before the
United States land office at Santa Fe
N. M., on the 24th day of March, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:

sheep-bound-

Anas-tacl- o

Code-Pleading-

ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,.
English and Spanish pamphlets, $.25;
full leather, $3; Sheriff's Flexible-Cove- r
Pocke Docket, single, $1.25;
two or more books, $1 each; New
Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos.
3 and 10 inclusive $3.30 each; Compilation Corporation, Laws, 75c ; Compila-ges-t
Chavez, Galesteo, N. M.; Feliz
of New Mexico Reports, full
Montoya, of Galesteo, N. M.; Andres tioa Mining Laws, 50c; Money's
Pacheco, of Santa Fe, N. M.; Ejinio
$6.60; full list school blanks.
Pacheco, of Santa. Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Croup positively stopped in 20 minRegiste.'.
utes, with Dr. Snoop's Croup Remedy.
One test alone will surely prove this
It tB an admitted tact tnai real es- truth. No vomiting, no distress. A
tate, Dnanciai men and merchants all safe and pleasing syrup 50c. Sold
say that quickest and best resultsare by Stripling, Burrows & Co.
obtained by advertising
the New
Mexican,
Subscribe for the
Mexican.
1-- 2

4

five-yea-

Mar-garit-

o

1

W

:
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FIRST JSATI0PL

BAfH

OF IANTA FE.

A. Wolkush,

C

The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico, Established In 1876
hufus J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H VAUGHN, Cashier.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
y-.-..

Capital Stock, I160,00C.

Sumi...

Asstatant Cashlar

undivided Profits, M3,S0t,

4
M

Transacts a jencral banking business in all It branches.
Loans
and col.
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal
security. Buys and sells bonds and

late-- al

Its customers.. Buys

stocks

In all

markets for

i
i
i

aid sella domestic and foreign exchange and

i

makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms ae are given by any money transmitting
I agency, pubf'c or rlvate. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate
i of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's time. Liberal
advances made on
of livestock and products. The bank
oV
executes air orders
Its patrons In he banking line, and alma to
xtend to thrm as llbtrrl treatment In all respects, as Is consistent
with tafety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes
for rent The patronige of ths public to respectfu'ly solicited.
cons-gnment-

i

s
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Casimer. Wis.

all" druggists.

une or tne Beat Motels in the West
cuisine ana laoie service unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers
--o
.
Santa Fe, New Mexico. - Washington Avenue
AMERICAN AND

EUROPEAN

BLbS

KM

I

n

AT

HI

t

HOTEL

fW

,,

wS

PLAN-

J. E. LACOME
Proprietor

Postal Telegraph Office

Ccmmodiotis Sample

fmm

Long Distance Telephone Station

Sold by

Steam Heated: Electric

The seals and record TjooKs tor no
tariev public for sale by the New
Mexican Printing company at very
reasonable rates. Seals for incorpor
ated companies are also handled. Call
at or address the New Mexican Print-lonompany, Santa Fe. New, Mexico.

FIRST CLASS CAPE

Lighted, Every Room
a Good One,

IN CONNECTION

FilESS THE BUTTON WE

DO

THE REST,

t

Runs on the European Plan!

cures
Honey and Tar
quickly,
strengthens the
lungs and expels colds. Get the genuine in a yellow package. Sold by all

Foley's

coughs

druggists.

IHE

GO RON ADO

HOTEL

GRAMMAR LESSONS

-

V

d

Given Either in

SPANISH OR GERMAN

RAYMOND HAACKE
Nusbaums' Washington Ave.
or care New Mexican.

G. Lupe

HerreraygopJ

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION
Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

'

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

pro-Tide-

'

bat opened.

1909.

9,

States.

g

twr

MARCH

TUESDAY,

FOR THE SICK?

DR. DIAZ san.ta?.um
SANTA FE, N. M.

'

and up per week

KODAKS

i

PHOTO

SUPPLIES
We Make

a

Electric Light, Hot and
Cold Baths.

A

RATES 50c. Up.

ART PICTURES
AND FRAMING

DEVELOPING"PRINTrNR

AND ENLARGING.
"
Specialty of
Mall orders given prompt attention. Send for
Catalogue

HOWLAND A DEWEY COMPANY,
$10 8, Broadway, Las Angela

fjs

Cs:

'

-

MARCH

TUESDAY,

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

1909.

9,

Montoya, a stenogto Santa Fe from
returned
has
rapher,

i

BANK AND

60.

TRUST

i

SANTA FE, N. M.

to all
Prompt and careful attention
business entrusted to us.
We pay 4 per cent on time Certificates
and Saving Accounts.

i

YOUR BUSINESS SOLICITED.
DIRECTORS
LAUGLING

N. A. PERRY

N.B.

C. H. BOWLDS

A. J.GREEN

H. S. REED

R. H.HANNA.

THffi
EEPAIEED

JUST RECEIVED A NEW SHIP-

MENT IN TAPESTRY, BRUSSELLS
AND AXMINSTERS
CALL AND SEE THEM

.

CHARLES WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
Phone lOl

HOUSE FURNISHERS AND UNDERTAKERS

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
Tie

fiatioial Life Assurance

Colorado
I

rWnT7M

Company

BER6ERE, Manager for New Mexico

Santa Fe,

Block

Catron

N. M.

New

Frank

n Men's Hats

":---

Styles

to Printum

For anything ad everything pperUimn
call o:i ine new Mexican rriuuuj wnupw,
.

Bindina

01

have taken the agency
of an investment business that will pay large
are dividends in the near

la

1

future.

t PRICES
2

Wan

i

HU- B-

a

building
catches on lire its
'
owner stands to lone the
j
'

j

CLESTO WHICH

amount of damages done
unless the loss is fully

Inside Floors
Interior Woodwork

insurance".

covered by
If your neighbor's property has gone down to
ashes a total loss, don't
follow his example.
THE BETTER WAY

of all Kinds

Take our insurance
Policy on your property
at once. We represent
the strongest Fire Insurand
ance
Companies
would like to write you

Beds,

Hall-tree-

Brica-Bra-

c

Umbrella, Handles
Walking Sticks

s

Dressers

Furniture of Every Chiffoniers, Etc,
Baby Buggies
Description
Picture Frames and Refrigerators
Deskst Settees
Moulding
Children's Toys
Chairs, Tabourets
Sewing Machines
To any article on which a beautiful,
high
gloss finish is desired, apply SUNSHINE.

SOMETHING

FOR THE LITTLE FOLKS

Send them in for the SUNSHINE DOLLIES

SOMETHING FOR THE BIG FOLKS
Call and get a FREE SAMPLE OP SUNSHINE

EVERYTHING, IN HARDWARE
Phone No 83.

Mail Order Solicited.

HIE ftCO.

This Guarantee Shouk
What kind .of al guarantee do you
expect to get when you buy your

Spring Suit?

?

Are you content to take some
tailors mere word that he can satisfy
you? Are you to buy your suit on
an abolute chance that you will be
fitted and suitted and suited with no
redress in case you are not satisfied.
You do not need, to take that kind of a
chance, we will measure you for a Spring
Suit, to be cut and tailored by the famous
ROYAL TAILORS of Chicago and New
York and give you an absolute legal gua.
rantee not a mere promise that this suit
will fit and satisfy you in every porticular
And more' will guarantee that not only
fits well and looks well when you first try
it on but that it will hold its style and fit
its orignal lines ot grace, 'until completely
worn out.
And more still that every thread used
in this suit is a thread of all PURE WOOL
with not a thread of cotton intermixed.

Be

q

four
Spring
Suit

What Kind of a Suit do You Want to jbuyChance
or Certainty- -. Promise or Guarantee?
Right Goods mnp ti . Mnm mmnrm Style and
DONT FORGET

urn

Shape as
loner as

you wear jt

O. C WATSON & COMPANY

1

HOUSE

OUR PATRONS SLEEP
WELL BECAUSE THEY
KNOW THEIR PROPERTY SI INSURED IN THE
VERY BEST COMPANIES

Mgr.

ED ANDERSON
Offers for 'your approval
HIS BEST RURAL DRAMA

1

s

AUGHTER

For Particulars call at my office from

Tables, Cabinets

ADAPTED

;'

A. M. DETTELBACH,

10th

fcUINMllINb

!

...

h

SI

I

E

INSURANCE AND SURETY BONDS.
For anything and eTerytbing appertaining to Printing or Binding
Printing Company.

caH on the New Mexican

to 5 p. m. or

CUT OUT SLIP BELOW AND MAIL IT TO ME

MRS. L. A. HARVEY,
.

.

Santa Fe N. M.

MRS.L. A HARVEY:

Please send me full particulars! of your
ment Business and oblige.

Invest-

-

D

"'

I1C

THE

WILL GO UP

MARCH

You

-I- D1I!'
WHEN

Claire Cafe

OPERA

Home

Just get a can of SUNSHINE of the shade desired, a
brush of the size adapted to the surface tobe finished and
you
will be
surprised and pleased with the improvement made
SOMEOFTHEARTI- FINISHES ARE

EAT AT

,

SUNSHINE

your"

every home there are many articles which through
lt,ar. aonot mane tne appearance they should,
but which the housekeeper cannot
afford to replace with
new articles.

of
Thomas S. Hubbell
Albuquerque, is again noticed niing-- j
a policy.
j
ling with the legislative crowds.
GKO. M. KIN SELL
in-1
Dr. T. D.Lieb of Raton, who is
240 San Francisco St.
terested in the progress of the Med-- ;
ical Bill, is a guest at the Claire.
Ira O. Wetmore, the merchant at
Carrizozo, and recent postmaster, is j
in Sant Fe on legislative business, j
Cleofas Romero, sheriff of San Mi- building the Moriarty Brancli of the
guel county, was an arrival on the New Mexico Central, has resigned his
noon train, registering at the Claire. j position and left yesterday for his
D. F. Lnych of Cincinnati, O., Is .in j home in Cleveland, Ohio.
Santa Fe representing the bill posting
J. D. Hand, the wealthy ranch owner
business. He is stopping at tne. at Los Alamos, San Miguel county, is
'
' - Claire.
in Santa Fe on business in the office
C. E. Pester, a traveling man out of
Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan. Mr.
of Denver, Is about town selling rope Hand is
figuring on several large irriand wire. His headquarters are at tne gation
enterprises.
Claire.
President "W. G. Tight of the TJnl- (Continued On Page Eight.)
versity of New Mexico, was an ar
rival on the noon train from Albu
querque.
The "Dlgentlble" Shortening.
Adjutant General R. A. Ford arrives
Lard is the most commonly used cookIn Santa Fe on the noon train, returnfat, yet not 10 per cent of the
ing from the inauguration of Presi ing
cooked with lard digests naturally
food
dent. Taft.
and easily; the other 90 per cent, instead
a
of
Las Cruces,
Hon. H. B. Holt
of nourishing the body, merely clogs the
Republican;: leader In the thirty-sevent- h
digestive organs.
legislative assembly Is here from Physicians and cooking experts have
Las Cruces.
';:
long been seeking something to replace
Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds of LasVe- - lard, and repeated tests have finally
gas, yesterday sprained an ankle by demonstrated that Cottolene, a vegetable
oil
fat, is not only pure, nutrimaking a misstep at her home In the tiouscooking
as olive oil, but is
and
wholesome
Meadow City.
even more economical than lard. Such
Las
Solomon
Hon.
Lunas, noted authorities as Mrs. Rorer and
Luna, of
afer a brief absence, is on hand gain Marion Harland both recommend Cotto remain until the close of the legis tolene as "much more healthful than
lard."
lative session.
Honorable Estevan Baca, member of
the Council, returned to Santa Fe
yesterday after spending Sunday at
his home In Socorro.
4
Hont M. C. de Baca,
and former superintendent of pub'if
instruction, is again a visitor in this
city from Lag Vegas.
Clerk Apolonio A. Sena,
who returned to Las Vegas from Santa
Fe last week, is reported by the Daily
SHEPARD
Optte to be seriously 111.
j AMERICAN & VLf IRA D. Proprietor.
M.
H
Sweo'.ev IcitROPPAN
R(iresentative
PLAN
spout tho legislative recess ut Riton
a
to
i:
San'
tlia
of
looking
grievances
Fe brnkemen at that point.
j Old Harvey System Man.
J. W. Collier, connected with the
mounted police, arrived in Santa Fe
with his wife yesterday from Willard.
He is registered at the Claire.
Penitentiary Commissioner Thomas
W Hayward, returned to L
Vegas
yesterday from this city where he had
attended a meeting of the commission.
A. J. Fisher, secretary and treasurer
of the Board of Pharmacy, at noon entertained at dinner Messrs. P. Moreno,
B. Ruppe, G. S. Moore and E. G. Murphy.
,
iMr. and Mrs. Max. Goldenburg of
Tucumcari, will leave tomorrow for a
three months' visit in Westphalia,
Germany, the former home of Mr. Goldenburg.
"'
John S. Clark, of Las Vegas, county
commissioner of San (Miguel county
and former territorial coal oil Inspector, is over from the Meadow City on
legislative business.
H. E. Culbertson, superintendent of
the Dominion Construction Company,
'

in

time ha1

Ilubbell aron Santa Fe

rived from Albuquerque
train No. 10 this forenoon.
Charles E. Ross, connected with the
Jerritorlal Republican Central Committee, is here from Socorr6.

n

OPENING DATES will be
announced later

H.S.

n All the New Shades

its

A.

Little

r:

fY1nrnrin.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co., I
of the Southwest
A. itt,

Albuquerque.
Gregorio Griego, a well known resident of Penasco, Taos county, is a vis
itor in Santa Fe.
Mrs. William Curtis Bailey of Las
Vegas, was among yesterclay'3
als in the Capital.
Judge E. V. Long, an attorney of
Las Vegas, is here on legal business.
He is at the Claire.
Professor R. R. Larkin, interested in
educational bills in the assembly, is
here from Las Vegas.
J. H. O'Reilly, an insurance man
from Albuquerque, is among those
registered at the Claire.

"Put a

Drapes

MISS A, MUGLER.
Southeast corner Plaza.

Las Vegas.
Mrs. Robert

$50,000.
STATES

AJLL

Captain E. G. Austen, secretary of
the Cattle Sanitary Board is here from

Capital Stock

UNITED

PIT The Bowl Hats
r and Newest Veil

PERSONAL MENTION;

C. H. BOWLDS, Cashier.
P. F. KNIGHT Atst. Cashier.

H. S. REED, President,
N. A. PERRY, Vice President

PAGE FIVE

An old story told in a new way
by a company ot real artists

Drink

Companion Play to '"Way Down
East." "The Old Homestead."
"Shore Acres."
Admission 50c, 75c and $1.00.

Seats Monday Morning at

H. S.

The-BlerlTpi-

Hi Henry VMintr els
MARCH

17--

Blue Ribbon

KAUNEuCD.

co

Stripling-burrow- s

Pabst

::e 26.

ty

A V.
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13am
00 am
05 pm
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Kansas City
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"M0'
Kl Paso
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7
7
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00pm

6 125
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am
10pm
869am
H
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1
12

Ly,6.475
12 49

Ar,
Lv.

2

20pm

6.O0O

"
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10 P
8 48
9 30 pm
7 65am
II 45 a m
8 00 a m

NO.
5

7.0M

Kennedy

SS

S

I

"

Ar.

BantaKe

Lv.

0
22

26pm

Altitude

STATIONS

MILES

NOl

?2
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25 P n,

1045am

10 50
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6

am

02 p tw
20 P m

'ullman berths reserved.
all ocean steamship lines. Booklets and literature of the various
railroad and steamship lines, contain ng valuable Information to travelers,
free upon application.
Fast frsiglu service to and from all Eastern and Western markets.

tii).
aencv for

a iii

f th

nir

umrlH.

Is to love children, and no home
can be happy without them,
yet the ordeal through which
the expectant mother must pass
usually is so full of suffering
and dread that she looks for-i- n
the hour with appre
and
soothing properties,
its
Mother's
Friend, by
penetrating
hension.
r feelings, and so prepares the
aiiays nausea, uu vuujhwo,
the event with but little
system for the ordeal that she passes through
m ia 1
1
suifenng, as numbers nave I
AVI I
II J 11V
.
facifirtH nnd cniH "it te worth I

St, Louis Rocky Ml. &

Pacific

Railway

Company.

PASSENGER SCHEDULE!
In Effect July 14, 1908.
Miles From
Dei Moines

NO. 1.

DAILY
00 a.
12 a.
85 a,
60 a.
05 a.
20 a.
45 a.
20 P.
45 p.
80 p,
3 60 p.
64 15 p.
4 46
4 65 p.
!!6 50 p.
6 15 p,
6 86 p.
7 08 p.
'.. 10 p.
7. 23 p.
7. 45 p.

10
10
10
10
11
11
11
12
12

t

m.
m.
ra.
m.
m,
m
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m,

11

Arr,

49
45

LV,

ai

Vigil
Thompson

24
18
7

"

Cunningham

Clifton House Junction "
Arr,
RATON N M'
Lv.
"
Ollfton House Junction
"
Preston

49
42
49
58
56
68
77

m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.

Raton

Capullu

18
20
25
81
42

pm.
m.

STATIONS.
Lv. DesMolnei,:
Kumaldo,
JJedman

0
4

Miles From

Arr.
Lv.
Lv.

7
13
23

Koehler
Koehler J not.

"
Colfax
"
Oerrososo
Lv.
Arr
N. M.
CIMARRON
Arr
Lv.
Lv!
N. M.
Nash

83
86
89
94

20,
83
41

47
50
63
69

Harlan
Ute Park

No 2
DAILY
30 p, m,
15 p. m.
55 p. m.
35 p. m.
25 p. ni,
66 p. m,
80 p. m,
66 p. m,
30 p. m
25 p. in
06 p. ni,
40 a. m,
11 06 a' m,
11 15 a. m
10 15 a. m,
9 43 a. m,
9 25 a. 111.
7 50 a. ni,
7 40 a. m,
7 25 a. in.
7 00 a. m.

6
6
4
4
4
8
3
2
2
12
12
811

Connects with E. P. & 8. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N.

its

eold."
weicht
- C - in O
Book
fl.00 per liutllo of drtiRKlsts.
(if valuablo tnioruiulioii niuilrd lrei).

THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
Atlanta, Ga.

'
f

123

Palace Hotel.
H. C. Williams, Estancia; G. W.
Harrison, Albuquerque; J. E. Steward,
Kansas City; Mrs. William Curtis Bailey, Las Vegas ; Solomon Luna, Los
Lunas; J. W. Fulton, J. S. Sturz, Kansas City; T. S. Heath, Denver; Ira O.
Wetmore, Carrizozo; C. J. Roberts,
Raton; E. P. Davies, F. Butts, city;
R. W. Brooks, Denver; H. C. Kelley,
D. J. Herron, Las Vegas; A. Davis,
Texico; Mrs. Drake, Cleves, Ohio; E.
G. Austen, Las Vegas; E. E. Means,
Denver; J. D. Hand, Los Alamos; F.
S. Mersman, San Francisco.
Claire.
Estevan Baca, Socorro; M. A.
city; T. S. Hubbel, J. H.
O'Reilly, Albuquerque; Mrs. B. Lakin,
Kansas City; Frank J. Lavan, city; J.
S. Leavelle, Taiban; J. W. Collier and
wife, Estancia; C. E. Pester, Denver;
J. U. Tortner, Taiban; 8, Mai'CUHamilton, Ohio; E. V. Long, Las Ve
gas; D. R. Lynch, Cincinnati; H, C.
Haynes, Denver; L, R, Simpson, Kansas City; T. D. Lieb, Raton; Thomas
Maymond, Taos.
Coronado.
Gregorio GriegO, Ponasco; Cornelld
Martinez, Francisco Lujan, Monero;
M. C. de Baca, Las Vegas;
Joseph Mi- kulec, Austria; E. B. Holmes, Farm-Ington; George Warren, Jessie Warren, Topeka; George McCartney, Stanley; E. A. Miller, El Paso.
Normandie.
Juau Martinez, Albuquerque; Marcelius Gallegos, Juau B. Gallegos,
Lomberton, Colo.; T. S. Sander. El
Bito; F. H. Schultz, Las Vegas; Jose
G. Martinez, El Dorado, Texas; E. B
noimes, Farmington; M. A. Hogan,
John Vick, Pecos; John W. Boyd, Trin
idad; Miss Julia McCarde, Alamosa.

Francisco P. Chavez, Legislator, Educator and Lawyer, Gathered to
His Fathers.
The late Francisco Finite Chavez,
of Rio Arriba county, whose funeral
took place in Santa Fe yesterday, was

born at Los Angeles, Calif., fifty-on- e
years ago. He was the sou ot iran
Patricio Chavez and Dona Rosalia
Chavez, and a grandson of General
Jose Maria Chavez. He was educated
at the Santa Clara College, Calif.,
with his uncle, Hon. Jose Maria
or
now
superintendent
Chavez,
The
Arriba
Rio
county.
schools of
subject of this sketch also attended
the University of St. Louis, Mo., from
which he graduated with high honors.
He was admitted to the New Mexico
bar and practiced before the Supreme
Court. He served one terra very hon
orably as a member of the House of

Men-dleso-

-

Representatives of the New flexlco
Legislative Assembly and introduced

the bill creating San Juan county. He
was county clerk o Rio Arriba
county for two terms and taught
school for a number of years.
The five children that survive are:
Luis, Rosalia, Francisca, Eliza and
Odulia. His aged mother, his unclea,
Jose Maria Chavez and Francisco C.
Chavez, also survive, as do his nephews and nieces:
Julian, Vicente,
Jesusita, Elena and Rosa.

Going to CI Paso?

A clever
"
silvered
Coffee Strainer Coupon is now put in
each 25c package of Dr. Snoop's
25-ce-

Cartwright-Davi-

Pre-ventic- s,
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give us a

SHOP

STILES,
General Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Texas,

trial at

DENVER
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Denver, Colo.

ran

GET TO USING

For Diseases of the Skin."
Nearly all diseases of the skin mich
as eciema, tetter, salt rheum and
barbers' itch, are characterized by an
intense itching and smarting, which
often makes life a burden and dis
turbs sleep and rest. Quick relief may
Chamberlain's
be had by applying
Salve. It allays the itching and smart
ing almost instantly. Many cases
have been cured by its use. For sale
by all druggists.

THE

They

Are The

Best

For all Coughs and Colds.
Diarrhoea, both in children and
adults, Rheumatism, Kidney and
Stomach Complaints.
There Is no more efficient
Liniment and Medicated Oil
than the

P. H. cTHcBRlDE, Agent.
Santa Fe, N. 11.

Villi tiHU

Tn vhtm
incoiiii's
ana wedselling our latest Importations; silk opera
Engraved varus ae
scans, merry wiuow waisi patterns, ete
a
invitations
at
the New
ding
specialty
easy sales; big profits: no competition.
Write quick for exclusive territory, if. Mexican Printing office. An one standWOLDBKKO
SON8. IMPORTJSHS,
ing in need of euch will do well to
OMAHA NKBRASKA.
call at this office and examine aanv
)its, irtym ot work and once.

GRANDE RAILWAY

T. A.

i

WOULD 45 A DAY LOOKf4nnii
Live men and women earn

INTERNATIONAL.

These remedies can be found

For Sale by all Druggists and

Dealers In Medicine

tive literature, etc. call on or address.
K. HOOPBR, G. P.

Barber

f1

AGENTS WANTED

Through the fertile San Luis valley, Also to the
San Juan country of Colorado.
For information as to rates, train service, descrip-

Q

K

Sbop.
tti on irranc isco ..oireet

Direct Monte
The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada: to
Denver Colorado Springs and Pueblo
is Via the

n
.l.
;imi

Co.

A Religious Author's Statement.
Rev. Joseph H. Fesperman, Salisbury, N, C, who is the author of several books, writes:
"For several
years I was afflicted with kidney trouble and last winter I was suddenly
stricken with a severe pain in my
kidneys and was confined to bed eight
days unable to get up without assistance. My urine contained a thick
white sediment and I passed same frequently day and night. I commenced
taking Foley's Kidney Remedy, and
the pain gradually abated and finally
ceased and my urine became normal.
I cheerfully recommend Foley's Kidney Remedy." Sold by all druggists.
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"

Compounded

Solely, By

THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE CO
OF NEW MEXICO.

Central

New Mexico

p

KlV.-t.-
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:

.11

and modern In all
REGENTS E.
G, Hamilton, Vice
Treasurer; W. M.

respects,
A. Cahoon, President; W
President; J, Phelps White,
Atkinson Secretary, and Wt

AFIlyan
For particulars and

Illustrated catalogue

address.
COL.

?r:

JAt. W. WILL30N,
Superintendent

0J0 CAUEjmi

HOT SPRINGS.

est alkalln Hot Springs In the worla.
waters haa
The efficiency of thee
been thoroughly tested by the miraculous cures attested to In the following diseases:. Paralysis, Rheumatism
Neuralgia, Malaria, Brlght's Disease
of the Kidneys, 8yphilitie and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La
ete.
Grippe, all Female Complaints,
Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per
day; $15 per week; $50 per month.
meets DsnVlF tFllFll Slid WI&
round. There la now a eommou,wue ho- for 8anta Fe train upon request. Trtii
tel for the convenience of Invalids and resort la attractive t all seasons and
tourists. People suffering from Con- Is open all winter. Passengero foP 0
sumption, cancer, and other contagi- Callente can leave Sariit: F at a. m.
ous diseases, are not accepted. These and reach Ojo Calient at 4 p. m., the)
waters contain 1,620.24 grains of alka- aame day. For further partlculaN a
line salts to the gallon, being the rich

These celebrated Hot tprlnga are located in the midst of the Ancient Cliff
mlleo west of
Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-ancStation, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
dally line of stage rune to the springs.
The temperature of these waters. !
from SO to 122 degrees. The gases art
Mitonlo. Altitude 6,000 feet, Qllmato
cry dry ind delightful the entire year
o

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proorietor.

Oto Calient), Taoi Coanty.

W.

ffl

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
Pnnvrilm

General FYnrpss

Pc

All
ittll I

(11

:--

TO

nff
VJniA
13 Ul LUtt If Ul lU'
4-fi- A

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aoent
3n

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

3

company.

FIVE CHAIR- SWITH-- T. W. Roberts, E H Baca
F. S. Rivera. Al G. Slaue-htPand W. M. Perry
A 11

s

The New Msxican printing company
has ready and for sai
ana
correct compilations of tne territorial
lucorporation laws, price 75 cents, ot
the territorial road laws, ppnee 6u
cents, and of the territorial mining
laws, price 60 cents per cony. Tnetiu
can be purchased by applying in per
son or by mall t the office of tne

& Co.

V.

I

"fctv

t)

"No-Drip-

Health Coffee. Look for it! Ninety
large cups of the very finest coffee
Imitation ever made, from one 25c.
Then besides the satisfacpackage.
tion and flavor is perfect. Sold by

TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant jour nej "via
the New Mexico Central and E. P. & S. W. Take"
advantage of this splendid service the first time you"
have occasion to go El Paso.

1

JUAN COUNTY

leaving Dawson, N. M.,

At Torrance at 10t45 A. M.
Bo in El Paso at 5:30 P. M.

1

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

FATHER OF SAN

Lame Shoulder.
Whether resulting from a sprain or
:55 a. m.
N. M.
from rheumatic pains, there is nothi Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston,
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows: ing so good for a lame shoulder as
Chamberlain's Pain Balm. Apply it
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
freely and rub the parts vigorously at
each application and a quick cure is
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
C.
with
certain. For sale by all druggists.
&
and
Raton
T.
A.
8.
F.
with
Preston,
Track connection
Ry. at
A S. at Des Moines, E. P 4. 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron &
The New Mexican can no printing
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
to that done in any of the large
In
Mexico:
New
Is
N.
Ocata,
for
the
equal
M.,
following points
depot
Cimarron,
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo work we turn out. Try our Btock
come
Lobo, once and you will certainly
Etizabethtown,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro,
again. We have all the faciltiea for
Quests, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
turning out every class of work, inW. A. GORMAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
C, J, DEDJHAN.
cluding one of the best binderies in
- Pass- GenV. Pres. and Gen Mgr
the
West
Agent
Superintendent
N.
M.
M.
N,
N.
RATON.
JH.
RATON,
RATON,
Fortify now against the Grip for
it comes every season sure! Prevent-ic- s
the little Candy Cold Cure TabI1
lets offer in this respect a most certain and dependable safeguard.
at the "sneeze stage" will, as
well, also surelv head off all common
colds. But promptness is
Keep Preventics in the pocket
or purse, for instant use. Box of 48
for 25c. Sold by Stripling, Burrows,
with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No.

hk

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiets location
of any Military School in the Union. Located
n the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
ittle rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers.and instructors, all graduates from statdard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted

xt yttv
Iff
"11 lH
111 IflllAll
ikJ
HY

M., 6:15 p. m.

t Connects

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

.

J. P LYNG.

CITY FREIGHT AND PASSENGER AGENT.

New Mexico Military Institute

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
work we turn out Try our stock once
and you will certainly come again. We
bare all the facilities to rturnlng out
every class of work, including one ot
the best binderies In the west
SIMPLE REMEDY FOR LA GRIPPE.
La grippe coughs are dangerous as
they frequently develop into pneU'
monia. Foley's Honey and Tar not
only stops the cough hut heals and
strengthens the lungs so that no serious results need be feared. The genuine Foley's Honey and Tar contains
no harmful drugs and is in a yellow
Sold
Refuse substitutes.
package.
all
druggists.
by
'

Legal blanks both English
Spanish for sale by the New
ican Printing company. :

and
Mex-

ALBUQUERQUE
.

Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women. It has a faculty of sixteen instruct-ors- ,
especially educated and trained for their respec-

tive departments. Its students are yearly increasing
in numbers. ;

FIVE SCHOOLS:

College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering,
Education, Preparatory
Commercial.'

ROOM AND BOARD AT THE
at reasonable rates
Address President W. G. TIGHT,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
'"

-

17

uan Francis

Street,

Indian ami EKexlcan Uares

aua Carlos

Basket, Wax, Feather andLlnen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnet and Other Gem .
OUR MOTTO: T Hav th
of Everything In Onr Una,

lankt,

I

CORRICK CARRIAGE

Haek

luo

CO.

kino

120 Son FrancccoSt
Call op 132 Blach for Carriages;

11
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TUESDAY,
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WILLARD, NEW

BELEI. H EW MEXICO.

1

The Live Commercial City of the Estancia

Kief

NEW

THE CITY OF WILLARD destined to be the COUNTY SEAT of
Torrance County New Mexico Was laid out in the fall of 190?. It is now
a thriving city of nearly 1000 innabitants. It lies on the main line of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway system, running1 east and West
to all California points andthe NewMexico Central Railroad runmug
from Santa Fe, N."'M., in close connection wnn cue Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have veen erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade, energetic businass
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the best"'
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. The best shipping and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The large
wholesale houses are in operation.
ficu-Chicag-

MEXICO-

A

o

-

in

to a purchaser of a residence lot.
is Extended for a Limited Time

This Opportunity

THE BELEN

ARE OWNERS OF THE

ARE OWNERS OF THE

BELEN TOWWSITE

WILLARD TOWWSITE

The Opening of the "CUT OFF" for through
traffic to the Coast has created a DEMAND
FOR HOUSES.

Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and residence lots on
the townsite situated upon broad avenues and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with interest
at 8 per cent per annum payable

The Lots embraced in this offer lie convenient
to the business sectien of the town and to the
Depot and other Railroad buildings.

semi-annuall-

VL

jtfb
019

."J

'B'

JOHN BECKER, President. W. A DUNLAVY,

Vice-Pre-

: : :

apply

TO

FOR MAPS
AND OTHER

E. P. DA VIES, Agent

: : :

INFORMATION

of Company.

ADDRESS

Iew Flexici

Villafd,

LOTS FRO M $350.00 TO $500 00-

-

The Belen Town

Improvement Co,

&

e
WAHTS

ment where the sale is to take place
shortly.
The collection consists of twenty,
five horses and by a curious coincidence the De Raineville jockeys have
always worn violet the archbishop's

in annuities of $14,000. She lived on
this and the income from her various
properties was devoted largely to charities. Considering her eccentric isoEmbaran
In
lation from friends and family and her
Himself
Prelate Finds
Predicament.
absorbing interest in the church.Jt is
rassing
not surprising that the archbishop
color.
FOR RENT OR SALE A good
found himself heir to her millions-rac- ing
Paris, March 9- .-1 all ages devout
of
life
the
the
last
her
years
typewriter. J. B .Sloan.
During
stable included.
Catholics have bequeathed legacies of Viscountess, an old
seven-- ,
her
in
lady
" WANTED Girl to do housework.
different size and description to popes,
had very naturally not taken as
In the way of a Cough is
Nothing
cardinals and archbishops, but it is ties,
Apply at New Mexican Office.
much interest in the horses as her husannoying as a tickling, teassafe to say that ;no prelate was ever band had done. He was a staunch quite
ing, wheezing, bronchial Cough. The
more thoroughly astounded than the
royalist deputy and his wile was apFOR SALE Good
upright piano
Archbishop of Paris hen he awoke parently a strong sympathizer with quickest relief comes perhaps from a
to Druggists nqulre at Wagner Furniture company
known
prescription
some time ago to find himself the pos- his
ideas, for she de- everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Cough store.
sessor of a celebrated racing stable.
in
names
which were
giving
lighted
Remedy. And besides, it is so thor"I beg pardon lor intruding,"
caricatures
of
prominent
governmental
harmless that mothers give It
oughly
Amette's secretary came into
steam
FOR SALE A second-Bauto her horses. Clemen-cea- with
perfect
safety even to the young- boiler in good condition. It will be
the archbishop's study with an air of personalities,
Clcmen-cett- e
was
into
transformed
est babes. The tender leaves of a
much perturbation one morning, "but
disposed of at very low price. Apjly
and Caillaux became Caillaut-ettsimple mountain shrub, give to Dr. to the New Mexican Printing
a lady, the Viscountess de .Raineville,
Shoop's Cough Remedy its remarkhas just died and has left her fortune
Because of the Viscountess" lack of able curative effect. A few days' test
of several millions to your exceinterest in race track triumphs or will tell. Sold by Stripling, Burrows
:"
llency.".'
Unequaled as a Cure for Croup.
"What .is this, my friend? ."Surely defeats, very few of the horses which & Co.
"Besides being an excellent remedy
there is some mistake," the archbishop will be auctioned are particularly cele- for colds and throat troubles, Chamturned abruptly In his chair. "I never bratedj although former victories of
IN MEMORIAM.
the De Raineville stable are still reberlain's Cough Remedy is unequaled
even heard of the lady."
membered
SDortine
in
circles.
Slnc
adas a cure for croup," says Harry Wil"That may be," the secretary
Resolutions
Death
Miss
of
the
Upon
her
husband's
death the Viscountess
son of Waynetown, Ind. When gjyen
mitted deferentially, "but the fact is
Mary Morrison, Adopted by the
more
to
attention
as soon as the croupy cough appears,
paid
the
heir
breeding
that your excellency is the sole
Woman's Board of Trade.
of
horses
to
rather
races.
than
Her
this remedy will prevent the attack.
Includes
a
which
thi3
of
legacy
Santa Fe, N. M., March 8, 1909.
farm at Alton ville was one of the best
It is used successfully in many thou....
racing stud."
Madam President:
sands of homes. For sale by all
"Ah, of course you mean that this in France, and many of the de Raine
foals
were
ville
The
sold
sumthe
apundersigned
to
committee,
be
during
to
was
the
church
left
legacy
distributed among the poor under my mer season at the fashionable resort, pointed by the Woman's Board of
Deauvllle.
Trade and Library Association to pre- MATADOR TOSSED, BUT
'v-- ,.
direction."
How did it happen that a woman of' pare and present resolutions upon the
RETURNS AND KILLS BULL
But when Monseigneur Amette undeath
of
such
to
was
left
wealth
Morrison,
Mary
left
respectfully
her
derstood that, the legacy
great fortune. to
him personally and not to the church, the archbishop? The only member of submits the following:
El Paso, Tex., March 9 El Gallo,
lie refused to accept it. But just after her Immediate family still livine was: Whereas,' It has pleased our All a Spanish matador who has just com- his secretary had left the archbishop- a sister whom she had not spoken to Wise Heavenly .Father to remove pleted a tour of the Mexican republic
ric to communicate Monseigneur Am- nor seen for many years because of from our midst our late fellow mem- and is now en route to Spain, apette's decision to the executors of the some family difficulty. There were a ber, Mary Morrison.
peared Sunday in the Juarez arena:
will, word came that- the court had few .distant cousins, nenhews and'' Resolved, That while humbly sub- The third bull tossed the matador in
ratified the bequest, so there was noth- nieces, but Mme. de Raineville had missive to the Divine Will, we de- the air several times but El Gallo
ing to do but to accept the legacy, in- held herself aloof from, all relatives plore the loss of one whose genial escaped with a few minor bruises.
cluding the embarrassine item of the for a long time. She had cut herself manner, amiable
and He "was removed to the hospital but
disposition
off not only from her relations, but
race horses.
our
the ring later and killed
of
work
in
the
hearty
Of course the archbishop immediate- irom her circle of friends at one time Board, endeared her to us all, and the fourth bull.
ly gave orders for the sale of the stud, so large. The greater part of the year whose uprightness of character and
also" of the viscountess' properties, she lived in 'solitary state at her cha
fidelity to duty should be an example
A falling tiny nerve no larger than
comprising much real estate, a breed- teau, and when she visited her, Paris to all.
the
finest silken thread takes from
and
no
historic
farm
a
chateau
at
detail
ron.i
dailv
of her
apartment
ing
Board extends the Heart its impulse, its power, Its
That
this
Resolved,
in Normandy. The legacy con- tine was changed. Her way of living
beregularity. The Stomach also has its
verted into cash wiljbe used for vari- was a matter of conjecture to former its sincerest sympathy to the
to
the
reaved
and
family,,
especially
hidden, or inside nerve. It was Dr.
ous charitable organizations.
, ' friends
and acquaintances. - She refather
of pur departed sister.
aged
Shoop who first told us It was wrong
"
If theaugust and unwilling owner of ceived ho one but her confessor, the Resolved
That these resolutions to drug a weak or failing Stomach.
Abbe
and
for
several vearn be entered
Riviere,
favorites fancied that he
upon our records; "that a Heart 05 Kidneys. His prescription
coma wasn nis nanas or proprietary before her death she seldomjefther copy be sent to the
family of the de- Dr. Shoop's Restorative Is directed
duties1 so easily, he soon discovered his room, she never ate anything but the ceased
and that they be printed in the straight for the cause of these aimistake. His man of affairs soon Plainest of roods chiefly cereals and
New Mexican.
lmentsthese weak and faltering incame to him with a complication. The milk which were served to her on a Daily
B. THOMAS,
ESTHER
side nerves. This, no doubt clearly
bed. , Howhorses were to be put up at auction tray in her
EVELINE
H.
CRICHTON,
explains
why the Restorative has of
at a big establishment in the rue de ever, aS a reminder of those ceremoCommittee. late grown so rapidly In populaity.
nious
of
other days, her butrepasts
Ponthieu.
But some critics had
Druggists say that those who test the
always arranged a table near by,
pointed out to this man of affairs that ler
will cure Restorative even for a few days soon.
Remedy
, Foley's Kidney
set
with
the autcioneer was a Jew. Was this
costly damask and heavy any case of kidney or bladder trouble become
convinced of Its wondera serious enough consideration to war- piate, ana served a full course dinner that is not beyond the reach of medi- ful merit.fully
don't drug the orAnyway,
to
a couple of empty chairs.
rant the Intervention of the archcine. Cures backache and irregulari- gan. Treating the cause of sickness
bishop? It evidently waff, for a few Two years ago Mme. de Raineville ties that if neglected might result in Is the only sensable and successful
days later the honor of auctioning the deposited $$200,000 with an Insurance Brlght's disease or diabetes. Sold by w;ay. Sold by Stripling, Burrows &
stud was awarded to a rival establish company the money to bo paid out U druggists,
Co.
A,

WILLS A RACING
STABLE TO ARCHBISHOP

There are absolutely no restrictions as to the
class of building one shall erect nor the kind of
business one shall engage in.
THE PRICES OF RESIDENCEJLOTS RANGE
FROM $75.00 TO $150.00 AND BUSINESS

s

WM.M BERGER, Secretary.
for further information

Only

TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY

COMPANY

vlfv

the Building of more Homes

we will give one adjoining lot

BELEN,

FREE

OF

F

Town Let Free

To Encourage

THE WILL1ARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT

,

LOCATED ON BELEN CUT-OFSANTA FE RY

FUTU REt RAILROAD METROPOLIS OF

GREAT SLAUGHTER
FROM
NOW

UNTIL
CLOSE
OUT

PLEASE

EVERYTHING
IN THE LINE OF WINTER GOODS

CALL
AND
CONVINCE

SUCH AS

Ladie's Cloaks, and
Skirts, Men's Youths
and Boys Suits etc.

YOURSELF

WILL BE SOLI) BELOW COST

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO,

Mon-seigne-

d

u

e.

LIVERY STABLE

.

j

,

well-know-

n

-

,

PINE RIGS. RELIABLE

HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURRIES. HACKS

CALL UP 'PHONE NO. 9
When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line.
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right

i

HAS GLOSSOCvl
21

j

"

-

,

.

,

N EW M EX I CO
OF
- '

COLLEGE

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

-

.

race-trac-

k

high-canopie-

d

,

--

I

ef

school whose' aim is to prepare' young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete

Ji 11 College courses are offered

in

Agriculture, in Mechanical

Electrical 'Engineering and in Household Economics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory

C'vil and

course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
for self support.
the President.
For Catalogue and further information.'-address

v

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Jifex.
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oral Government at Washington, re- Castaneda County Now The advo
vlowe( tll nistory f tne removal of cates of Jaffa, formerly Taft county,
the archives from Santa re.. to the have now switched to Castanedo
PHONE
PHONE
(Continued From Page Five.)
county, and with banker J. P. Lavelie
NO. 92.
NO. 92.
$
M
" Both Legislative Bodies Down to national capital under an act, of the of Taiban at the head, descended in
Bill Passes Council. territorial legislature.
However, the force upon the legislature today.
Druggist Preclliano Moreno of Las, Business Jury
Cruces is here to attend the meetj.
federal government now claims origHOUSE.
of the territorial Board of Pharmacy
inal ownership of the archives and
Tuesday Afternoon.
District Attorney Edmund C. Abthat
they were taken to Washington
When the House was called to Ol
it
bott returned this forenoon from
under
not
the act of the territorial
member
Washington, D. C., where he attended der by Speaker Altera, every
I!
but upon a federal order,
Incorporation.
legislature,
was
present.
the Taft inauguration.
Wool Company
The
as
that
the
as
and
case,
being
long
it
Roberts by unanimous consent inProfessor B. S. Cowen, of Las VeMexico is under the territorial filed incorporation
today, in
New
papers
House Resolution No. 14,
gas, president of the New Mexico Nor- troduced
of Territorial Secretary Nais
office
the
it
It
form
of
government
helpless.
mal University, is here, one of many naming as a House Steering Commitmerely another argumentfor state-- ' than Jaffa. The capitalization is $50,- Roberts, Blattman, Tipton, Mar.
educators
lobbying for educational
.! hood, for California, under similar cir- 000 and the headquarters are at 123
,
m
wrinn tw
Tomorrow We Will Sell One to Each Customer Only
measures in the legislature.
The incor
stances, but being a state, refused John street, Albuquerque.
"clear
that'
and moved
Mrs. W, W. Hall and daughter, Mrs. lution was not
Louis II- are:
directors
and
10
118
10
uie Iiauonai porators
e"u
a,CIUves
E. C. Wade, Jr., will leave tomorrow it be referred to the committee on
Aaron Vandewart and Edward
al"
feld,
rules for consideration and a renort.lcap
evening for Hawarden, Iowa, Mrs.
At 4 p. m. the Council was again Spitz.
He
objected to the resolution because!
remain
Wade
will
Hall's home. Mrs.
Change of Corporation Name.
to order by President Spiess
called
to
affected
bills
it
already reported
about three weeks before returning to
Townsite
The
recomcommittee
and
the
steering
the House by the several committees.'
New Mexico.
Investment Company, today filed
and
01
urns
menaeu
me
council
passage
A
failed
motion to table the resolution
Post Office Inspector 0, A. Haynes,
a certificate of change of name with
amend-- ' Nos. 46 and 100.
of Trinidad, Colorado, who had been by 20 to 4. Baca offered an
Territorial Secretary, Nathan Jaffa,
an
Council Bill No. 46, by Prince,
in Galveston, Texas, attending federal nient which failed and the original
the new name to be W. E. Moses
was passed, 18 to 5, those act to punish the making of false and
court, arrived in Santa Fe last eve resolution
Townsite
and Investment Company.
no being Walters, Baca, M. exaggerated statements, especially in
FE
LIVE
CO
The incorporators and director? are:
ning to attend court here, but found voting
was
"to
The
Sanchez.
and
refeernce
mining propositions,
that the federal court had adjourned Chiivez, Mirabal
S. I. Paradice, L. A. Hough, W. E.
Baca amendment had been to increase passed unanimously. 4,
for the term.
Moses and Ben B. Jones.
the committee to seven members, and Council Bill No. 100, by Gallegos,
Notaries Public Appointed.
Among the Las Vegans who went
to Clayton, Union county, to attend that all bills on third reading or on an act to authorize county commision- Governor Curry today appointed the
with- ers to
dispose of public property, was following notaries public: E. Thadde-u- s
Tvere Chief Justice William J. the speaker's table be considered
out going to the steering committee.
RoSecuvidino
Clerk
District
Johnson of Clovis, for Curry counpassed unanimously.
Mills,
New Bills.
The veto of Governor Curry of ty; Perfecto Baca of Puerto de Luna
mero, Court Stenographer W. V3.
The following bills were Introduced
and Attorneys W. B. Bunker and
Council Bill No. 35, by Navarro, was for Guadalupe county; Sperry C. Van
House Bill No. 243, by Valdez, an based UDOn the criticism that it was Home of Roswell for Chaves county.
O. A. Larrazola.
act to establish a board of railroad t0o broad, and should be confined to
Dry Farming Congress.
commissioners and to regulate rail nunishing the wanton and unlawful
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sulroad, telegraph and telephone com. removal of bodies from cemeteries
livan has been officially notified of
panics.
The Council adjourned to 2 0 clock the change of the annual meetings of
A recess was taken to 3:30 p. m. to
the Dry Farming Congress to fall intomorrow afternoon
me steering commuiee 10 arpermu
There
Tomorrow
Show
stead of spring. The next meeting of
Night
Big
When the local option or the drinkers license law
the Congress will therefore be this fall
is no flattery so flattering to the mod range the calendar for the rest of the
LEGISLATIVE THUMB
are passed, vote for the local option, but don't take
at Billings, Montana, and Engineer
em playwright as that evinced when afternoon.
'
na
A message from Governor Curry anbecomes
audience
interested
the
out a license.
NAIL SKETCHES C.11T.nM
iuo
ouiuiou urges uyuii every imi ui
Council
nounced
that he had signed
enough to inquire where the charat.
territory to prepare to send exhibits
Ih EITHER CASE GO TO No. 4 GROCERY AND GET
tors were secured, and if they were Bill No. 56, by Catron, an act author-Rajse in nsUrance Fees The Blatt which demonstrate the superiority of
taken from real life, and the fact that Izing the city of Santa le to extend ,man bin introduced yesterday after New Alexico as an agricultural counthey ask the question shows with what its city limits upon popular vote; noon and referred to the committee on try. The railroads have already ofHouse Bill No. 80, by Davidson, an act insurance without printing and trans, fered
and free advertisfidelity the author has builded h
and a few
for
of certl- - iatlnir amends Section 11. Chapter 5 ing.
the
to
wishes
to
provide
for
the
recording
and
drink
verify
play,
patron
o
'
dozen lemons
Arbor Day Proclamation.
the opinion that there exists some fied copies of U. S. land patents, the the Laws of 1905,- - so as to raise the
lemonade
same
as
now
Governor Curry has issued the foloriginals are
where an original for the counterfeit,
recorded; fees to be paid by insurance companies
, We are in
When "The Farmer's Daughter" was and House Bill No. 1993, by Sanchez, desiring to do business in the terrl lowing arbor day proclamation:
When buying anyshape to
ARBOR DAY PROCLAMATION.
its initial production in Chicago an act providing for an issue of bonds tory rom ?550 to $100, wherever a
given
do a little more
The territorial law provides that a
thing ASK THE
recently, the management received a by Torrance county to pay its share $550 fee lg provided, from $20 to $50,
score or more of letters from patrons of the bonded indebtedness of Valen-)fro?2 to $5, and from $1 to $2, and day shall be set apart each year,
business and are
PRICE, and com.
of the theater asking where such and cia county and the utilizing of theithe nremium ner centage to be Daid known as ARBOR DAY, to be obto build a the territory from two to three per served by the planting of trees and
such of the characters were taken proceeds of this bond issue
going after it
n
TT
pare with ours.
i
U la undprHtonrf that the h i shrubbery, for the benefit and adornfrom, and the success of the piece eoun nousu aim Jan ior Valencia onf
can largely be attributed to the inter- county.
will be passed by the House but will ment of public and private grounds;
COUNCIL.
30c Lemons
that the governor shall be proclamaest created by the masterly manner
20c Iy.
be quietly buried in the Council.
4 Hi Sww-25c
Potatoes
35c Lemons
25c
Afternoon.
in
has
which
author
handled
his
the
Tuesday
1011)
Cottolcne
60o Orange
$1.35
soc
Local Option Petitions In regard tion at the proper season call atten50o Orange
member present except
mimic folk of the stage. And while
Every
4ot.
6 lli Pure Lnnl
75c
to the petitions for local option law tion to this law and specify a day for
40o Orange
3o,
when
President
is
who
ill,
is
Mechem,
Town
true
reit
has"
860
he
selected
that
Eggs
30c Orangu
20c
jf
it is explained that the typewritten its observance:
25c Orange
Estiiiicla Eggs
30c
Now therefore, I, George Curry,
i5t.
gion rich in opportunity for the laying Spiess called the Council to order.
are exact copies of the origNumerous
local option petitions petitions
of the scenes of the play, he has shown
inal
list
and are marked "copy of orig- governor of the Territory of New Mexdo hereby designate Friday,
a splendid conception of the idea the were presented by various members, inal.'" These
PHONE
PHONE
copies are made so a list ico,
March
NO- 4.
26, 1909, as Arbor Day in the
simple living country folks of New as well as a petition from Roosevelt
NO. 4
into each committee
to Curry may be turned
England, and his beautiful story of county to be annexed
when a copy is filed in one Territory of New Mexico, which shall
and
be a holiday in all the public schools.
the daughter who "was more sinned county; and a petition asking for the House, the
original is filed in the othagainst than Binning," has resulted in extension of the local option herd law er. A question has been raised in re- Under the law it is the duty of the
a rural drama that is easily proving to Union county.
to several names being signed school officers and teachers, especially
For anything aad eyerything appertaining to Printua or Binding the successor to "The Old Homestead" House Bill No. 42 was reported gard
handwriting. The peti-- county superintendents of schools, to
A r a ytt in the same
r
rm m f f an rr
and "Way Down East." The engage
eau on me ixew ineucan .ranting company.
are
ions
comparatively few where this personally and actively promote the
Thia'
amendments.
various
ment of the play is announced for with
plans of the day by assisting and dithe ca? andt " is
bill, the amend-the children in planting trees.
Wednesday night at the Opera House is the "jury"
recting
3
e
e
this
w,as, whf
wls?S
ments changing it so that instead of
Tickets at Stripling and Burrows'.
This
occasion
offers to instructors
did. not write well, or did not
five commissioners appointed by the sign
of
an
excellent
the
youth
opportunity
circuthe party
COAL AND WOOD
district judge, the commission to se- write at all, and asked
national
the
conservation
to,explain
for
to
the
FIRE THREATENS
them,
sign
petition
lect jurors for the district court shall lating
and
is understood that this is per- movement, which during the past few
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
months has been brought squarely
WHOLE TOWN consist of the probate judge, chairman fectlyit legitimate.
of the board of county commissioners
and emphatically before the American
Freak Legislation It was a Texas
Heroic Work by Bucket Brigade Pre- and one person to be designated hy
people, especially the portion which
Screened Raton Lump
ton
$4,50 per
the district court and to be of differ- Solon, and not a Nebraskan, as a con- relates to the nreservatlon nf our for
vents Complete Devastation.
"
Monero "
ent political faith of the other two temporary asserts, who first offered a ests, to reforestration and to the im5,25
members
if these latter two are mem- bill to require boarding house and ho- measurable value of
9.
March
of
"
a
Fire
Granda,
"
Colo.,
to
"
Cerrillos
6.00
tel sheets to be at least nine feet long.
and future generations.
mysterious origin, originating in the bers of the same party.
present
statesman
who
was also a Texas
Done at the Executive Office this,
Boggs furniture store, early this mornThe jurors are to be selected at the It
a compulsory tax on bach- the 8th
suggested
five
in
to
in
term
court
ing,
the
that
destroyed
of
buildings
previous
day of March, A. D. 1909.
Anthracite Coal all sizes
Sawed Wood and Kindling
heart of the city and for a time threat which the jurors are to serve but elors, to the end that matrimony might Witness my hand and the great Seal
All Kinds of Steam Coal.
Smithing Coal
ened to wipe out the town. Heroic the names of the" venire men must be be promoted. At one time a member of the Territory of New Mexico.
work of a bucket brigade of citizens kept secret. Upon request of Hanley, of a Texas Legislature offered a bill,
GEORGE CURRY.
(SEAL)
and farmers saved the town. The loss Catron withdrew his motion to pass in the words, of the former Massachu- By the Governor:
is $40,000, the Irvings general store, the bill under suspension of the rules setts law, to punish the vain for "light
NATHAN JAFFA,
the First National Bank, the Boggs to permit Hanley to examine its pro- and frivolous carriage."
Secretary of New Mexico?
Phone No. 8B, Office Garfield ATenns,
Ntr A. T., 4 3. F. Depot
A Georgia legislator has recently
store, the Granda Mercantile Co. and visions.
a bill to forbid girls wearN. T, Dickinson's store being wiped
The committee on education, "re- presented
out.
Btriped hose or artificial bloom
MARKET
ported a Substitute Bill for Council ing
their cheeks.
upon
Oregon has
Bill No. 109, an omnibus educational
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
sought to "regulate" the length of
bill.
PREHISTORIC DUCK
67
by law. Iowa Solons are tryhatpins
Amalgamated
Atchison,
The committee on territorial affairs
to put a premium-o102
babies; and 103
New York Cening
pfd.,
3,000,000 YEARS OLD reported
favorable Council Bill No. 46, Wisconsin lawmakers are considering
So. Pac,
tral, 123
Penn., 128
of false state- whether all shoe dealers shall not be 117
U. P.; 174
43
Unearthed in Wyoming, It Has Been to prohibit .the making
Steel,
ments in reference to mining proposi- compelled (by law) to stamp the cor110
American Museum
pfd.,
Bought
by
'
'
AND
tions.
rect number on the outside of every
of Natural History.
MONEY AND METALS.
on counties and pair of shoes so that it can be seen
The
committee
New York, N. Y., March. 9. Call
New York, N. Y., March 9. The
county lines reported Council Bill No. of all men. In speaking to this bill money, easy,
2 per cent; prime
complete skeleton of a
an eloquent member propounded many
100 favorably.
4 per cent.
C.
H.
duck, estimated by Dr.
paper, 3
Bumpus,
The .following bills were intro- questions. For example: "Is not, a
9. Lead,
St. Louis, Mo., March
of the American Museum of Natural
small foot one of the requisites of firm,
duced:
firm. $4.65.
History, to be three million years
$3.853.90;
spelter,
s
Council Bill No. 131, by President female beauty? Do not the dear
old, has just been acquired by the muGRAIN, LARD, PORK AND RIBS.
to
to
torture
submit
gladly
;
seum. The skeleton was found near Spiess, annexing certain territory to
Chicago, 111., Alarch 9. Close:'
Lance Creek, Wyoming, and is so well the county of Curry. Referred to the squeeze a number five foot into a
Wheat May, $1.15 1.15
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING
July,
number three
Do they not wear
preserved that the greater part of the committee on counties and county stilted heels shoe?
$.1.031.037-8- .
under
the
middle
of
the
Corn May; 69
'1M Palace Avenue. Elks' Hall.
House. skin of the head, body and legs may be lines.
July, 68
Telephone 142. Niflht- -1
foot to 'make it look smaller?" Hence,
seen.
Oats May, 55
Council Bill No, 132, by Catron, to
July, 50
why any sjch legislation?
$18.05.
Pork May, $18.02
amend Section 3, Chapter 116, of the
July,
Of course the freak bills and resoluLard May, $10.05; July, $10.55
Laws of 1905, relating to jurors. ReKANSAS SOLONS
'For anythLig aad everything appertaining to Printimf ox Bindina
ferred to the committee on judiciary. tions often referred to are presented 10.571-2- .
KILL RATE BILL Council Bill No. 133, by Catron, per- as matters of fun, and sometimes Ribs May, $9.209.52
call on the New Mexican Printing Company.
July,
serve a good purpose by promoting $9.62
mitting certain persons to bring suit
humor.
One section, reviving" an
good
No Further Attempt This Session to
WOOL MARKET.
against the Territory of New Mexico ancient
law, should be added to every
Enact Two Cent a Mile PasSt. Louis, Mo., March 9. Wool is
for the amounts of their claims and
senger Fare.
otherwise. The bill was passed unan- state constitution, to the effect that unchanged.
every member offering a new law
9.
March
The
Sen
Topeka, Kans.,
imously tinder suspension of the rules. should do
so with a halter around his
can
sue
ate has adopted the report of the rail Under the bill, any person
to be used to swing him off in State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
neck,
of
or
monies
land
two
on
for
cent
the
committee
road
fare the territory
Should It be that you should want'a
uo yon know old (Jandelario.s
Lucas County. ss.
case the law failed to pass.
,
bill. The recommendation of the com. which the territory has made use, or
gem
Indian relics and curious?
Frank
J. Cheney makes oath that he
.Veto
of
Oandelario
has
acts
Governor
Governor
them
show
one
can
the
By
way
caused
you
mittee was that the bill be not passed for damages
Curry is senior
through
Any
partner of the firm of F. J.
Sapphires, garnets, and torquols blu
In the Ancient town of Santa Fe
This ends the two cent rate legisla. the territory through its officials or has vetoed Council Bill No. 35, by
& Co., doing business in the
Cheney
To Oandelarlo's,
Amethysts, rubles and opals too
otherwise. It was explained that this Navarro, an act to punish the dese- City of Toledo, County and States
tion in Kansas for this session.
As good as you want he can furnish
a practice fol cration of graves and the unauthor
In the shop beneath the! old Ox Cart
merely
.and that said firm will pay
you
for fifty years, ized removal of remains from ceme aforesaid,
All the products of Indlanlart.
in
this
lowed
WORLD'S
CHAMPION
territory
Oandelai-lCan
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLthe
Has Oandelario
RETURNS HOME until declared illegal by the United teries.
LARS for each an4 every case of CaIn the ancient town of Santa Fe
Bows and Baskets and Pottery
which ruled
Omnibus Education Bill The om- tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
, States Supreme Court
B.
March
?.
Jack
Victoria,
C,
Oandelario.
Is
and
filigree
Beaten Silver
...
the world's heavyweight cham- that a legislative act is necessary be- nibus educational bill introduced this of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Any one can show you the way
Every old kind of trumpery
can permit itself afternoon in the Council by Prince,
FRANK J. CHENEY.
To Oandelario!
pion, arrived here this morning on the fore the territory
Has Oandelario
rt
.VMninil
For
steamer Makura, accompanied "by his to be sited in the courts for claims embodied the various educational
oworn ato ueiure wa nnuJ uuviwto
you want to know
For an Indian Blanket yon want to go For anything
claimto
also
Is
it.
prevent
It
kind of a Ouiio
propositions thus far proposed in the In my presence, this 6th day of Deagainst
to
any
wife.
be
He
declined
Interviewed.
To Oandelario
Go to Oandelario,
He is on the way to Galveston, Texas, ants from coming to. the legislature assembjy." Among these are the pro- cember, A. D., 1886.
He bas zarapes and Ohlmayos
A. W. GLEASON,
ere
to
his home, and then to England for for redress, the courts being opened to visions of the Sanchez hill, giving
NavaJoes-Thand
Old balletas
each third grade teacher $15 for at
them for that purpose by the act.
a few months of. vaudeville.
Notary Public
(Seal.)
are all the kinds that anyone
A recess was taken to enable the tendance at the county normal instl
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internknows
Johnson unreservedly declared his
committee to pass upon the tute; the provison of the Prince bill, ally and acts directly on the blood and
At Candelarloi
willingness to meet Jeffries or any steering
on the president's table.
bills
making two members of the territor-al- l mucous surfaces of the system. Send
other fighter.
educational board, "laymen" in for testimonials free,
The report of the committee on edOLD CURIO
P. J. CHENEY & CO.,
FOR RENT Large front room fac ucation, on Council Joint Resolution addition to the governor, and a prop- - j
or , osition to change the date of the
return
4.
for
Sold
the
all
askinsr
Druggists, 75c.
No.
of
by
use
two;
for
reception
ing Capitol,
301303 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N, M.
to
school
elctiona
Mexican
the
Hall's
Archives,
Take
from. April
Family Pills for constipaJune,
room, piano, bath and telephone. S. S,'the Spanish and
tion.
,
care New Mexican office.
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' STEERING COMMITTF'E

WE ARE OVERSTOCKED ON

OFFICIAL MATTERS

H eney euekle

Ilfeld-Vandea-

HAMS & BACON

I

-

-

,1

Honeysuckle Bacon at 15c lb J
Honeysuckle Hams at 13c lb.

I

I

Moses-Richardso-

n

HAYWARDS MARKET

I SANTA
I

MEATS

4

STOCK

4
Grocery and Bakery

NO.

CASH

NO.

Govt-ne- r

Minor City Topics

LOCAL OPTION

i.

J

17 lbs Sugar for $1.00
af 9fir

m
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1
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-

F ANDREWS

V

1
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J

Am

1
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CAPITAL COAL YARD

j

REPORT
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FUNERAL DIRECTORS
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EMBALMERS
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Black and White Hearse.
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